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V ast hotel complex f or Tod Inlet
Victoria developer Sam Bawlf 
Monday unveiled preliminary 
plans for a 1,100-unit resort hotel 
complex for 235 acres on Tod 
Inlet adjacent to Butchart 
Gardens.
Bawlf, a former Social Credit 
cabinet minister, told Central 
Saanich subdivision and zoning 
committee the development is 
planned in three stages.
The first phase — which he 
hopes to start construction on 
next spring — will consist of a 
400-unit “village”, a marina and 
a 6,600-yard, 18-hole world-class 
golf course.
Phase two will be a 200-unit 
conference centre and phase three 
a 500-unit resort hotel. Those two 
stages may be constructed over a 
10-year period, Bawlf said.
The golf course — designed by 
world famous Robert Trent 
Jones — will occupy the 135 acres 
oa the east side of Wallace Drive 
arid another 30 acres on the west 
side. The “village”, marina, 
conference centre and resort 
hotel will all be on the remaining 
60 acres on the west side of 
Wallace.
Bawlf told committee he is 
general manager for Tod Inlet 
Estates Ltd., the group which 
purchased some 1,250 acres along 
Tod Inlet from Genstar 
Development Co. in February .
However, only 235 acres of the 
total are in Central Saanich. The 
rest is in the Capital Regional 
District’s Highlands area, which 
is zoned 10-acre residential.
The 90 acres west of Wallace 
DHve'iv-.'.-zoned.
scale and charm — which will 
contain accommodation and 
facilities suited to family 
vacationing.
In addition to the golf course 
Bawlf has proposed a variety of 
recreation facilities, including 
trails for hiking and horseback 
riding, fishing, boating and scuba 
diving, indoor and outdoor 
bathing and swimming, indoor 
and outdoor racquet sports and 
even a small performing arts 
centre. All are planned for the 
first phase.
(.'oiiliiiued on Page 2 Sam Bawlf
By PEGGIE ROWAND
Joanne Wilson is a little 
treasure.
So says Mrs. Nita Wilson. 
Emphatically.
J oanne is putting in a vegetable 
garden for Mrs. Wilson, 9830 
Resthaven fthe two are not 
related). Peas, beans, beets, 
carrots, green onions and 
tomatoes --- Joanne makes her 
way in between the neat rows, 
hoeing on a sunny afternoon.
She also washes windows for 
the pensioner — in fact, Joanne 
will do any job she’s asked to do, 
says Mrs; Wilson.
tourist/recreational. The 135 ^ *‘P don’t knovv; what I’d do
acres east of Wallace is zoned 10- without her.”
acre residential, but is intended to jbannef a slight, iV-y^-bld,
: eventually be tourist/recreational bf 10070 - 5th Stipet; blushes a
according to the 1979 community lime/ fibgets at the priase, but
plan, Bawlf said. lookshappy.
He suggested Central Saanich
peninsula were employed bet­
ween June 1 - 22, mainly by 
residents who needed their houses 
painted or cleaned or their 
gardens dug or lawns mown.
But Martin says although 
householders are coming through 
with chores for youngsters — 
giving them an opportunity to 
work and earn money this 
summer — there’s been little 
response from the business 
section of the community.
Young people ah STAG and 
others who left school this June 
are looking for fulltime em-/ 
ploymentiiA^ , and Martin is .still 
hop;ing merchants will 'turn their 
trunips arid find employrrieht for 
some of the youngsters.
Student Manpower is chan­
nelling riU jobs on the peninsula 
through to Martin. Todate, five
^ f.-
.•",
set — by their faces — for a long summer vacation are these two youngsters having fun
in wheelbarrow race at Sidney schooVs June 16 sports day. Tom Cronk Photo.
Bv RON NORMAN 
[Stuff Writer]
Saanich Pcnin,sula Hospital 
must hci'in planning an addition 
to its acute care facility to meet 
growing commitnity needs, ac­
cording to the hospital board, 
adinini.slr;iru)n and medical staff.
All linee sticssed the need for 
the addition in independent 
reports to the hospital society 
anntial general meeting Thur- 
'isdtiy.-
The emphasis on expaniled 
^ acute care facilities indicates a 
subtle shift in the liospital’s role 
frotti ttn iiccessoty to ilie two 
larger Victoria hospitals, to a 
fully fledged general In'spiial 
scrvitig the petiittsttla.
“People ate leattiittg this is
really a hospital and they don’t 
have to go down to Victoria for 
super service,” medical staff 
president Dr. Ided Doerffer told 
abotU 50 society members.
“On tnany occasions this year 
ottr hospital beds have been fttlly 
iKcupicd, About 10 percent of 
active beds are still occupied by 
patients who should be in the 
extended care itnit,” he added, 
'‘btit these beds are not 
available.”,"
"With the rapidly increasing 
population in our commitnity we 
soon need to press goveinmcnt 
for expansiotr of out acute care 
hospital facilities.”
Hospital board chairman 
Claude Butler said the acittc care 
facility -- which openetl iti
spring, 1978 — is now operating 
at 85 percent capacity, not in- 
cluditig nine long term care 
ptitients for wltorn other beds jtt.st 
aren't available.
Butler said reasons for ad­
ditional acute care facilities 
include a rapidly increasing 
peninsula population, difficulty 
in negotiiiting “our frequently 
oveiioiuled highways”, and the 
decision by tnany residents to live 
mostly within the community.
On top of that, after the 
planned extended care addifion 
next year, the hospital will have 
just 30 per cent of its 22-acre site 
remaining.
“With the small amount of 
hospital property remaining I feel 
( otuiniied (III Page 2
go along with the community 
plan and change the zoning to 
tourist/recreational, but allow 
Bawlf’s group to build 14 single 
family homes along with the golf 
course.
Bawlf’s partners in the scheme 
include Lindholm Land and 
Investment Corp., Paul’s 
Re.staurants Ltd., and Windmill 
Enterprises Ltd.
“We propose to create, within 
the uses and density already 
prescribed for our lands, the 
finest de.stination resort on the 
coast of B.C.,” Bawlf said.
“A destination resort cannot 
survive in this location on the one 
or two-nighl visitor who 
presently typifies the Victoria 
tourist industry ■— even with 
Butchart Gardens situated next 
door.
“We must create a place which 
is a thing of beauty in it,s own 
right.”
Bawlf said that investment will 
total “tens of millions of 
dollars”, including $20,000 a 
week for the carrying cost for the 
land alone.
By the time his group is ready 
to return to council with a 
comprehensive master plan at the 
end of September, the investment 
will have hit the $1 million mark, 
Bawlf said.
He said the concept calls for a 
resort “village” — old-world in
Air service now 'poorer
By RON NORMAN 
INdifl'Writer]
GP Air’s (‘Uiry into the Vic­
toria air nmrket with two Bights 
daily to and from Pal Bay 
Ail poit was supiwscd to increase 
SCI vice to the peninsula hat 
that's not the case says a Sidney 
travel agent.
Roy SiUonin, dirf'ctor of
RoyStilonin 
, , , poorer service
I.ibman Travel, 2468 Beacon, 
says since CP’s arrival June 15, 
the other (wo airlines •— Pacific 
Western tind Air Canada ■— have
dropped Bights to and from Pal 
Bay Ail port.
The overall result is poorer 
service for peninsula passengers, 
says Salonin, but at a Bientcr
cost,
t'P si.uted Bying huo Par Bay
twice a day June 15 - at 11:50 
a.m. and i 1:10 pan, That same 
dny PWA rimcHled its OilO p.m. 
Bight from Vanctniver, It came 
on top of Air Canada’s decision 
in May to drop its 7 p.in. Bight 
trom Vancouvei,
Ihe net result: CT* adds two 
Bights; Air Canada and PWA 
drop two Bights and peninsula 
passengers arc no fiirlhcr alicad.
But the situation IS worse for 
Bights out of Pat Bay. CP added 
two flight:,; .it 7 a.m. and t7.;30 
p.m. But PWA dropped three 
Bights — 6:30 a.m., 11 a,m. and 
in’?5 pm ImuI ri'siih: Pat Bav 
loses one Bight out a day.
But Salonin says the drop in 
ilic iiumhci of niglris isn’t the
< iMaiiilH'ii uti Page 2
Joanne Wilson gets to work on pensioner's garden.
She’s a incmhci of Sidney Teen 
Activity Group and got the job 
with Mrs. Wilson through the 
teen organi/aiiori’s employment 
progimn run by STAG co­
ordinator Camille Martin.
Joanne’s saving for a trip lo 
England in September and has 
already made n good part of her 
air fare by working.
Some 31 vouii«7siers on flu*
jiibs have been posted here from 
Manpower and “they went rlEht
away,” Martin stiy.s.
Number for merchants to call 
If they have a job that needs 
filling is 656-01.34. liesidents who 
need babysitting, shopping, 
gardening, liousecleuiiing, 
painting and odd jobs done 
around the house should call the 
same* number.
-'V'’
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How throughout his life he considered the com­
munications between God and himself to be per­
sonal ... “1 have never chosen to speak of them 
in public." ... but the impact of his experience of 
the power of God through Jesus Christ are matters 
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Continued from Page 1
But Bawlf said before plans can go ahead, 
the group must find out if committee will 
permit a relaxation of municipal restrictions 
on building height.
Bawlf asked for a development permit 
permitting an average building height of 
three stories, with some four-storey struc­
tures included.
However, committee chairman George 
MacFarlane said the volunteer fire depar­
tment is not equipped to fight fires in four- 
storey buildings.
But Bawlf said the difference between a 
two-storey building and four-storey building 
is “minimal when one considers that most 
trees on the property exceed four stories.”
Still, he said if comittee can’t reconcile the 
increased building height, his group would 
have to work within the restrictions.
“Whichever it is, we’re coming here in the 
fall with it,” he said. Construction .should 
take about 18-24 months.
He said public access to Tod Creek will be 
provided and the proposed marina will house 
perhaps 150 boats at most-
The advisory planning commission will 
discuss the proposal Thursday and the 
subdivision and zoning committee will 




Students in Saanich school district come 
014 with shining honors, says executive 
assistant Ed Bloom, when compared with 
similar children across the country.
In a slide presentation to the board 
Monday night Bloom showed the results of 
his analysis of grades six, seven and eight 
achievement results.
Vocabulary scores rank close to or better 
than Canadian median scores (the middle 
score of a set of ranked scores) and reading 
comprehension scores show consistent 
improvement.
Spelling, punctuation, capitalization and 
rnap reading are strong; language usage, 
graphs and tables are well above average.
^ Study reflects that
.overall: student achievement over a two-year 
perioB'-ikalso increasing at a substantial rate.
.“doing somethifig right.”
Service poorer
Continued from Page 1 
biggest problem. “The problem 
is the timing.”
He points to Air Canada’s 
decision to drop the 7 p.m. flight 
as an example. People flying to 
Vancouver from Europe usually 
arrive in mid - to late afternoon, 
Salonin says. But those people 
are finding they must wait as long 
as six hours for a flight out of 
Vancouver to Victoria because 
there isn’t a 7 p.m. flight 
anymore.
The last afternoon flight to 
Victoria leaves Vancouver at 5:40 
p.m. and the next isn’t until 10:15 
p.m. That means if you arrive in 
Vancouver from London on 
Firitish Airways at 4:55 p.m. you 
must wait until the 10:15 p.rn. 
night lo Victoria — and all after 
a long, tiring overseas trip.
“A large number of peninsula 
travellers are forced lo spend 
four lo six hours in Vancouver 
airport vvhere previously they 
spent only two to three hours 
between flights,” says Salonin.
But that’s not all — PWA also 
rerouted its 9:10 p.m. llightfrom 
Seattle to Vancouver. That flight 
used to travel via Victoria, but 
now flies straight to Vancouver.
Salonin says that means 
peninsula passengers on their way 
home from the United States,
Mexico or the Caribbean must 
overnight in Seattle or Vancouver 
now and pay more for another 
airline night.
“We’re filling hotels in 
Vancouver or Seattle with 
Victoria people since that 
change,” Salonin says. “The 
amount of money Victorians are 
spending on hotels is horren­
dous.”
In any event, it’s costing 
peninsula residents another 10 
per cent of their total flight cost 
to get home plus the hotel cost, 
he says.
PWA’s Ruth Harris denies 
CP’s arrival triggered the flight 
cancellations. “We didn’t pull 
them off because CP came in.” 
There just weren’t enough people 
using the flights, Harris said.
She added the Seattle run was 
pulled because of the customs 
congestion at Pal Bay. “It is not 
conducive to speedy customs 
entry,” she said.
But Salonin maintains PWA 
and Air Canada “are not ser­
vicing Victoria as well as they did 
last month and last year.” And 
he plans to write to all three 
airline companies to protest the 
drop in service.
It all adds up to more money 




All kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm,
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD. 
652-3522
Continued from Page 1
— along with many members of 
our medical staff — the time has 
come not only to restrict the 
remaining property to acute care 
purposes, but to recognize the 
need and support expansion of 
the present acute care facility,” 
Butler said.
He said any acute care addition 
will have to be built vertically and 
not horizontally like the rest of 
the hospital. Butler said the 
provincial government’.s policy 
hasn’t permitted building up, 
,„“but we recognize it mu.st 
happen.”
He said parking problems \yill 
force the move to a vertical 
building. By contrast, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital has 600 beds, 
adequate parking and enough 
land for some beautification — 
all on just 14 acres, Butler said.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
has 150 beds — 75 acute care and 
75 extended care, with plans for 
another 50 extended care beds.
Adminstrator John Benham 
also noted a need for more acute 
care facilities, pointing out the
volume of services is increasing. 
Births, for instance, increased 13 
per cent — from 158 last year to 
179 this year, Benham said.
The number of patients treated 
in emergency is also increasing, 
Benham said. Although the 
yearly total shows only a modest 
four per cent increase, a major 
change in emergency use in the 
last several months has resulted 
in a 23 per cent hike for March 
1981 compared to March last 
year, '' ;
Some areas showing increases 
this year included:
« Acute care, which jumped 
.seven per cent—- from 2,435 last 
year to 2,611. V ^
“ Major operations, which 
went from 572 in 1980 to 613. 
There was a corresponding drop- 
in minor operations, from 293 ■ 
last year to 266.
« Emergency handled 11,545 • 
out patient visits last year 
compared to 12,014 this year.
Benham said the hospital is 
also finding a heavy demand for 
outpatient services such as 
laboratory tests (up 30 per cent).-
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This youth program 
worth boasting about
Sidney and North Saanich communities 
have a boast — only rarely have they ever 
had a youngster in containment or detention.
It’s attributed to the local youth program
— Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG) — 
run by co-ordinator Camille Martin.
The youth program with a 1980-81 budget 
of $33,455 spent $4.03 per child over the 
year. Or .01 cents per child per day.
Containment costs $100 a day for a 
youngster.
It’s just something to think about, Martin 
told the June 24 annual general meeting of 
the Peninsula Community Association. The 
youth program has suffered a $6,000 cut­
back and Martin was pointing out the value 
of the program — not only to the community 
but to the provincial government.
As an employee of the attorney-general’s 
department, probation officer Sue Langlois 
confessed to some embarrassment. “Camille 
does a much better job — our department 
ought to come up with some money,’’ she 
said.
“We just don’t have kids in containment
— and 1 give Camille a lot of credit for 
that.’’
The youth program is one of four projects 
launched by the PCA — other vital com­
munity programs are homemaker and 
volunteer services and special services to 
children.
Only fly in the ointment is continual 
under-funding of some programs with 
volunteer services and the youth program 
taking the biggest beating.
PCA board chairman Maj. Gen. Gerry 
Edwards told the meeting: “We squeaked 
through last year but it’s going to be 
tougher. .
Edwards said the provincial government’s 
approach was to provide less funding; the 
PCA is expected to obtain money from the 
community, he explained.
North Saanich council upped its grant to 
the PCA from $1,000 to $1,500 but Sidney 
council refused to increase its share and 
stayed with a previous commitment of 
$1,000. The PCA does some local fun­
draising and is looking to increase this in the , 
^ future.'iy '' v'.
Another item that could be a source of
funds — local membership in the PCA — 
has been disappointing. There are just 45 
members and it isn’t enough, says Edwards.
There has been no “grassroots explosion’’ 
with people flocking to join the PCA. It’s 
visibility is low — and something’s got to 
happen, Edwards told members.
The meeting received reports on the 
following programs:
•Volunteer services: - This wide-ranging 
program includes a new project currently 
training volunteer courtroom workers to 
work in pairs in court, on the lookout for 
people who may need assistance; a Caring 
Neighbors Telephone Network wliich aims 
to keep in touch with disabled people and 
shutins; volunteer drivers who take people to 
hospital or dental appointments, and 
homefinders — volunteers working with 
human resources to find homes for foster 
children.
•Special services to children: - Run by co­
ordinator Louise Cole, this service provides 
one-to-one support to children experiencing 
emotional or physical problems which could 
lead to a breakdown in the family. It’s aim is 
lo bind the family together and to keep 
children in their own homes.
Cole told the meeting children with 
problems suffered from a lack of self­
esteem. By providing one-to-one support 
youngsters often find a new direction in their 
lives, she said. Support is also given the 
child’s family, she added.
•Homemakers: - Purpose of this program 
is to provide help in the home for individuals 
and families during a crisis. The number of 
people served has grown from 82 to 156, as 
of March this year, said Pam Poole, 
reporting for co-ordinator Use McCaw.
Homemakers have various responsibilities 
in people’s homes — currently, for example, 
19 clients need full supervision and six 
homemakers are living-in on the job.
Poole called the 40 homemakers on staff 
— which includes two men —- a group of 
dedicated women. It had been a year of great 
growth with much accomplished, Poole said.
and gave 
stifutional
some figures, comparing in­
costs _ with homemaker costs 
(people remaining and being cared for in 
thbir own home); J L .
Non-commercial 
oyster, clam and 
mussel harvesting has 
been banned on the 
southeast coast of 
Vancouver Island, 
from Sidney lo 
Nanoose Harbor, and 
on the Gulf Islands.
Federal fisheries 
department said last 
week the temporary 
ban was introduced 
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Wise step
Late night Friday shopping is a big 
step forward for Sidney — and we think, 
a wise one. It provides working people 
with an opportunity to get their shop­
ping chores done before the weekend 
and will likely help distribute shoppers 
better. Sidney on Saturday morning is 
busy and shoppers, by choosing Friday 
night, will beat some store line-ups.
The late night opening should also 
beef merchant’s profits, and that’s good 
for us all, too. And hopefully, it will also 
encourage people to shop locally. It’s a 
concept we feel strongly about — this 
idea of spending your dollars in the 
community in which you live and work.
We predict this move by Sidney’s 
business section will be a success.
Support tke PCA
Please think for a moment of all.those 
people living on the peninsula who are 
deprived in some way or another. 
Perhaps they’re permanently ill or 
disabled, or just old and can’t get about.
; Or maybe they’re youngsters from poor 
homes —^ but not necessarily in the 
monetary sense. Maybe their parents are 
alcoholics or neglectful of their children. 
Many young people are made miserable 
by unhappy home situations.
........ Every community has a sampling of
deprived people. They need help. And 
happily, here on the peninsula there is
THE TIDE GUIDE 
Brought to you through the courtesy of
hah whqU tnanm




In answer to the editor regarding last week 
editorial: The heaviest penalty for declining 
to engage in politics is to be ruled by 




As a subscriber to your paper i have been 
pleased with the detailed coverage of 
meetings concerning a proposed Sidney - 
North Saanich Library.
However, I had been expecting a notice of 
public meeting whereby residents of North 
Saanich could express their feelings and 
ideas for library service. I believe an ex­
pression of ppinipn on such matters could be 
of help in council members settling the issue ;
Personally I believe North Saanich should
We ihdpe every community has a 
group like the Peninsula Community 
Association. This organization (see story 
this paper) reaches out to help every age 
in every situation! It’s doing 
tremendous job here — and yet it has 
never really been recognized by the 
community.
For instance, membership in PCA is a 
mere 45. That’s only 45 people who 
think it worthwhile to invest $2 a year in 
this organization. The PCA is always 
short of funds because the provincial 
government continually under-funds 
programs, expecting the community to 
pick up the shortfall.
So here’s an opportunity to support 
the PCA. Become a member, send $2 to 
the Peninsula Community Association, 
9788 - 2nd Street.
Bless Mm
Everything that can possibly be said 
about Terry Fox has already been said, 
but we can’t let that stop us remarking 
-- however briefly • on this brave, 
unassuming young man who became a 
national hero who won hintseir a place in 
the history books among the great, 
legendary figures.
Bless him. We’ll never forget him.
iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
60YIiARS ACiO:
From the June 30, 1021, issue of Tlie 
Review.
The usually quiet town of Sidney took on 
quite a martial air Monthly last when over 
700 cadets arrived with their officers and 
instructors for a week’s training under 
canvas. The Victoria boys were the first to 
arrive and numbered 188 hot ween the ages of 
nine and 16.
The Princess Mary, bringiiig .544 more 
from Vancouver, arrived at the wharf about 
.5:30 p.m. and quite an enthusiastic throng 
turned otn to witness their arrival. Headed 
by their hand the boys inarched up Iteacon 
Avenue like veterans. The camp is situated 
on Beacon Avenue iu.st above Fifth Street. 
SOYEAR.S AGO:
From Ihc July 2,1931, Issue of The Review.
Rainfall for .tunc iliis year up to the 25tli 
amounted to 5.37 inches, whereas the 
average for thc month of .lime for the past 17
year.s has only been .83 inches.
^ '
EDITOR IA I.: Common highw.iy courtesy 
— that good old-fashioned kind which
By MARY KIERANS
There are probably a lot of people who 
have had more than they can handle of the 
Iranian - U.S. hostage drama. And once 
everyone was safely home, we faced the 
immediate and horrifying prospect of all 
those new books and magazine articles.
It was in just .such a mood and with ju,st 
those prejudices that 1 began reading The 
Canadian Caper by Ian Pelletier and Claude 
Adams, the fast-paced and tersely written 
account of the melodramatic events in 
Tehran that offers a tale well told and 
skilfully constructed. Suspense arises 
naturally and the Canadian context, for 
once, is woven into the whole without any 
extraneous chauvinism.
The style of the book is familiar, and 
might best be described as “print 
documentary’’. The opening chapters 
describing the main events are among the 
most exciting. That excitement is later 
enhanced with the good journalist’s plod­
ding and studious in.sistence on getting all the 
facts in their correct order, all the clinractcr.s 
ill (heir proper place.
We see young Pelletier himself trying to
nett/ and used • sail and pom 
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
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Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SERVICE
Attend The Church of 
Your Choice This Weekend
go it alone and avoid the possibility of unfair 
distribution of costs and use with another 
municipality as has been mentioned with 
sharing of Panorama Leisure Centre.
A library building does not necessarily 
need an auditorium-meeting room or ex­
pensive layout design.
A lending library only requires a good 
utility building in keeping with the service 
provided. '
As a suggestion it could be built on the 
grounds of a high school — staffed by a 
qualified librarian. Other part time paid help 
could be provided by students from the 
school who would have an opportunity to 
gain some experience and remuneration. 
Opening hours could be limited to af­
ternoons and all day Saturday. A voluntary 
library board could set policy and book 
selection.
. Ernest:Hudson' T;/ 
V' -765 Towner Park Rd.,'
figure out the hopeless discrepancies in the 
numbers game U.S, officials play with the 
initial list of hostages. From something as 
simple as a gut reaction, he is off on the 
hunt; this is a fine definition of what 
motivates a good journalist.
The real fun of the book is the way it jets 
back and forth between the flash points and 
various other settings: Washington, Ottawa 
and Paris. Whenever you think the authors 
have reached a stalemate, such as the time 
when the hostages are well in to a long and 
mostly boring confinement with their 
Canadian hosts, off we go for a romp 
through the inner rooms of the department 
of external affairs or a meeting with a source 
in Washington.
In The Canadian Caper wc arc reassured 
once again that in a crunch, a group of 
dedicated Canadians consulted their con­
sciences and did the decent thing. They did 
what vve w'oukl have expected of them, and 
they did it well, So do Pelletier and Adams.
The Canadian Caper is available from the 
Sidney North Saanich or Brentwood branch 







2151 Lannon Way 
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9:45 a.m. Teaching
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
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Rev, Ivan Fuller 
652-2B12 
OKico 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
existed in the horse and buggy days -- would 
remedy many of our traffic ills. A recent 
.study shows that right of way violations arc 
the cause of a great many of thesc accidents.
40 YEARS AGO;
From tlic July 2, 1941, issue of The Review.
GALIANO — Tho open air stall wliich is 
(o be held at the wharf every Saturday for 
the purpose of selling home produce to raise 
funds for the Red Cross was commenced 
Saturday last, with Mrs, P. Steward and 
Mrs. A.R. Scoones in charge.
ilr * A
Third Street south of Beacon will be a 
most colorful and busy scene next Wed­
nesday afternoon when the Evening Branch 
of the Holy Trinity and St. Andrew’s 
Vvonioii’.s Auxiliary convene their “.Slieei 
I'air”, a mo.si popular and .successful affair 
on previous occa.sions.
"30 YEARS AGO:"
From llie JHly4,1951, l.ssiie of The Review,
Gay color,s, brilliant sumhinc and a 
uniyctsal air of festivity were cvciywhcfc in 
evidence Tuesday and Wednesday when
Sidney celebrated its 60th anniversary with a 
record show of entertainment and at- 
iraclions at Memorial Park on Beacon 
Avenue. Pistingtiished visitor to Sidney 
during the Diamond Jubilee was Premier 
Byron 1. Johnson.
20 YEAR,SAGO;
From the July 5,1961, issue of The Review.
Levi Wilson, retired fisherman and well- 
known in Sidney for half-a-century 
celebrated his 79th birthday in Rest Haven 
Hospital. Ten days previous, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wilson celebrated their 60th wedding an­
niversary,
10 YEARS AGO;
From Elic June 20, 1971, Bsuc of The 
Review.
There are many good roads around .Sidney 
but few appreciable sidewalks. These needed 
things appear to be rather neglected at 
present. The muddy .sta(tc of the lover’s shw.s 
on returning on an eVening, help »,o give 
away the darkness and extent of his ram- 
blingn. Sparking, therefore, must be a matter 
of some anxiety and trouble in the dark of 
theSidney streets.
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7728 W, Saanich Road
5:00 p.m. Salufclay
Mass













10:30 am, Family 
Worship (Including 
full Sunday School 
piogiarn'of Lhiidmn)
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Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478




















10:00 a.m. Family 
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Communion
Dennis |. Paap, Pastor 
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Trinity ill Pent IV
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Miserable substitute
A number of North Saanich aldermen are 
at their favourite game: procrastination and 
posturing as obstructionists. The project 
under attack: the planned extension and 
location of a district library.
Quite a few years ago the present library 
was established - people like Nellie Horth 
and other community - minded residents of 
Sidney and North Saanich were active in 
making it one of the most valuable services 
in the non-materialistic field.
Thousands of users, young and old, have 
been grateful that this library with its 
wonderful helpful staff was there 
throughout the week, for recreation, 
education, information, entertainment and 
general intellectual stimulation.
Whether we welcomed it or not, the last 10 
years have seen a spectactular growth in 
population, all age-groups. And let us be 
thankful that the reading public is unlikely to 
get their kicks from racing up and down 
Beacon Avenue in muscle-cars and defacing 
road-signs. They’d rather read.
And now, when the need for an 
enlargement, due to heavy use of the 
facilities has become obvious, some people 
who evidently are fascinated by money in the 
bank, which brings interest month after 
month, have the weird idea to go back to 
pre-literate ages where we would have to 
start from scratch.
Give back the present collection of books 
to the Vancouver Island Regional Library, 
lose the Bookmobile, hope for donations 
from owners of tattered paperbacks, drum 
up a few volunteer workers to man this 
mutilated local mini-library, and of course 
fire the professional staff.
Hurrah - money saved again! If these 
misers and penny pinchers never make use of 
a library, that’s their loss! But they have no 
right to deprive the general public of the 
access to the cultural wealth which in­
dividually they could never afford. To claim 
that the university library could serve the 
same purpose shows that they have no 
concept of the difference between a 
university library and a general community 
based library.
Let them just take one look at certain 
hours at pre-school children enjoying books, 
stories, pictures, gently being introduced Jo a 
world of non-material things.






10942 Mad rona Drive
Get on with the job
Mayor Sherwood’s letter in which he 
opposed the idea of North Saanich with­
drawing from the Vancouver Island 
Regional Library presented many of ad­
vantages the residents of North Sanich derive 
from our membership in the VIRL.
I was dismayed to find that in the debate 
on the new library building the Salt Spring 
Island Library was held up as a model for 
North Saanich to follow. Certainly, the 
members of Salt Spring Island Public 
Library Society are to be commended for 
their efforts in providing library services to 
Salt Spring Island residents; however, their 
aproach could not give us the .sort of library 
service we want, for the following reasons:
•The Salt Spring Library is open for only 
30 hours per week and with hours unsuitable 
for children and for people who work during 
the day (our library is open for 57 hours, 
including five evenings a week).
•The Salt Spring library has a total cir­
culation of 39,498 (1980) whereas the Sid­
ney-North Saanich library ha.s a circulation 
of 177,839 (1980). The number of volunteers 
needed to cope with the North Saanich share 
of this circulation would exceed 50, As co­
ordinator of the Sidney-North Saanich 
recycle volunteers 1 have had first hand 
experience in the problems of recruiting and 
rclaiuiirg volunteer help; 1 have serious 
doubts that the 75-100 vtrluntects required to 
run a library at the level of service we now 
enjoy would be possible. Service would have 
To be severely curtailed.
•The Salt Spring library collection is only 
about 12,000 volumes, whereas the VIRL 
has over 400,000 in its holdings. Also, the 
Salt Spring Islatrd l ibrary does not have as 
up to date a reference section. For example, 
the most recent eticydopedla in their library 
is 1977, whereas the Sidney-North Saanich 
Library has the latest 1981 Britannica.
Lherc arc also economic reasons for 
opposittg a withdrawal from the VIUL. We 
would, as an independam library, receive a 
smaller pet capita grant from lire Provincial 
Library Services Commission than we 
receive as ti member municipality of the 
VIRL. Also, v.c '.vonUl have to acquire a 
library building and incur all of the 
operating tmd mainteitatice costs (these are 
now duirrfl with Si<lnev>. i 
The proposal to withdraw from the VIRl, 
has grown out of the debate over the new 
libraiy building. Much rhetoric has been 
expended oit the qucslioti of building costs 
-- “enormous”, “monstrous”, and so on. I
think it is time this question was put into 
perspective.
North Saanich’s share of the fine building 
designed by Don Marshal will be somewhere 
between $170,000 to $180,000 — the cost of 
one house in North Saanich — hardly a 
“monstrous” cost. 1 urge North Saanich 
council to get on with the job of providing 
for its residents a library which will meet the 





An open letter to MLA Hugh Curtis
As MLA for Saanich and the Islands, I am 
sure you are aware tiiat:
• Sidney has a sewer system and Sidney 
residents had a vote.
• North Saanich has a sewer system and 
North Saanich residents had a vote.
Central Saanich has a sewer system and 
Central Saanich residents had a vote.
• Saanich has a sewer system and Saanich 
residents had a vote.
Now' at $4.1 million sewer system is 
proposed for downtown Ganges and Salt­
spring Island taxpayers have not had a vote. 
Do the residents of Saltspring Island 
represent such an insignificant portion of 
your constituency that we are to be denied 
democratic representation.
As our elected MLA we again ask you to 
let us have a vote.
Will you support us in seeking an all- 
island referendum, or will you let us risk 
becoming the only community in B.C. to 






. In the June 17 Review a letter by Dr. 
Moffoot touches on a very important 
problem. There is in fact, the future destiny 
of Sidney, involved.
Having lived on the peninsula over 30 
years I have observed many changes, some 
brought about by population expansion and 
the pressures induced by this factor, but 
unfortunately many of these changes have 
been brought about by developers who are 
cashing in on these pressures. • ■
As Dr. Moffobt notes, it is sad to see it 
happening in Sidney. This town has been for 
many years a pleasant place to shop, do 
business, or whatever. This is a 
“something,” very hard to define but a real 
a^d very delicate value and is worth keeping 
intact at all costs.
The people of Sidney, perhaps, do not 
realise that their town has been compared to 
Carmel, California. Anything that can be 
done to preserve that similarity or enhance it 
would be very worthwhile. One thing is sure, 





I just vvant lo share with your readers a 
beautiful example of this great democracy 
we live in.
On May 14 it w'as my priviledge to be on 
the forcdcck of the newly constructed FPU 
James Sinclair (Fisheries Patrol Vessel) for 
, the naming and acceptance ceremonies. The 
ship W'as at the float by the Delta River Inn, 
Vancouver.
Commercial fishermen were onhand to 
protest the current fishing situation (which 
was their priviledge and right). Romeo 
LcBlanc, minister of fisheries and oceans, 
was there to accept the vessel from Manly 
Shipyard’s reprcscmnlivc. Mrs. James
Presto Logs
Pleasant - Efficient 
Delivered —
Sinclair was sponsor to break the traditional 
bottle of champagne while naming the vessel 
the “James Sinclair” in recognition of his 
excellent service as Minister of Fisheries. 
Many of the Sinclair family were there in­
cluding grandson Sacha Trudeau.
The spectators on the wharf observing the 
blessing of the ship by Commander Wallace 
and the chain of events including recognition 
of the first Captain may or may not have 
been interested in young Sacha examining 
the anchor chain as he stood in front of the 
captain.
His observations made the day one never 
to be forgotten. Nothing unusual about a 
boy examining a ship. Nothing unusual 
about speeches and the varied responses to 
speeches. But, to have our prime minister’s 
son, midst all the “ceremony”, take a 
raindrop upon his index finger and hold it up 
to the grey daylight and turn it this way and 
that to wonder at its unique beauty was to 
me a restoration of faith in the future of our 
great cemocratic country. He had found the 
most valuable object to observe — God’s 
creation on the $7,000,000. deck of man’s 
creation.
Perhaps the day went w'ell because there 
were adults there seeing things through the 




On behalf of the B.c. and Yukon Division 
of the Canadian Cancer Society, I would like 
to thank you and your newspaper for your 
assistance throughout our 1981 April 
campaign.
Total campaign funds received to date 
amount to over half the division’s goal of 
$2.4 million. I am confident that our 1981 
goal will be achieved as a result of the in­
vested effort of some 6,000 volunteers and 
the tremendous co-operation from media 
outlets such as yours.
Thank you again. Cancer can be beaten, 
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Wish to Announce a Change 
Hours for July and August
AfSONDAY TO FRIDAY 
8:00 A^ to 3:00
656-7266
Join me on an escorted 






dale for 10 days,
’*St. Thomas *Mo 
I have cruised on 
the spaciousness.
Some facts about 
•Famous Home Line^
•All Italian officers a 
•All cabins have 2 lowbr 
•39,000 tons, only 850 
•Huge decks & promenades?
•Italian & Continental cuisir^
Cruise cost: from US $1285 per 
Special air/sea discounts apply.
CalLme for first hand information on this 
our group for a leisurely, fun-filled holiday! 
SINGLE? We’ll arrange shared accommodation








ance is offering a 
babysitting course for 
boys and girls aged 
between 11 and 14 
years.
The course is de­
signed to prepare 
teenagers for the res­
ponsibilities of baby- 
.sitting by exploring 
such issues as; first 




arts and crafts and 
special needs children.
The courses will run 
Weekly from July 6 
until Aug. 28. Upon 
completion of the 15- 
hour course students 
who maintain good 
attendance and a 
reasonable degree of 
cum |)cl once will 
receive both a 
Lifesaver and a 
Babysitter certificate, 
Farther information 




EXCLUDING,CARTONS OF CIGA- 
REHES, TOBACCO AND BUTTER
9819151111^


















READY TO EAT 
BUDGET BONELESS
HAM.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lb.
See'you ';/• 
next May '
On behalf of (he 
committee for Family 
Month, 1 would like 
to thank you for your 
coverage of our 
I'amily Day Picnic. 
Your support helped 
to inform the corn- 
numity and luomotc 
our picnic.
We are looking 
forward to a full 
month of festivities 
nlready being planned 





for Kiimlly Month 
Disfrict of Central 
Siiunich
«0T HOUSE 1
TOMATOES ... . .lb.'69« CANADA NO.1 $CORN on the Cob .... 5 for 1®®
CINIDH EAHCV |
1 PEACHES . lb.'65V CANADA FANCY GRANNY SMITHAPPLES ..............lb. 551
1 NABISCO SilREDDIES HCIO
Cereal
1 HOLLYWOOD 1000 BM Iblian, Avocado







1 LIBBY'S 19 02.
I Pork & Beans 79‘
DR. BALURD'S BEEF CHUNKS
Dog Food 2Vb. 69' j




1 GLOBE 12 02.
1 Corned Beef
1 BLUE RIBBON












1 VIVA 2 roll pack
1 Paper Towels
$129 McCAINApple Pie24» . . . IMI . . M









Member of Bavarian Ratkapelle band 
residents at picnic Town 
Park,
entertain
' \ : ‘-Ijcd r
ll’PI8
Esquimalt-Saanich Tory MP Don Munro entertains Stelly^s 
student Christine Marker at dinner in Ottawa. Christine *s 
was representing Sidney Rotary in Canadian Adventure in 
Citizenship program.
Top Saanich school district bus driver Bale Stevens [right] 
receives special trophy from past district transportation 
superintendent Peter Thomas, A bus driver In Saanich 
district for eight years, Stevens is first recipient of annual 
award,
,Sidney Aid. Eleanor Sowerby shows off 
hat decorated with buttons at picnic.
Mountles dress up for flag ceremony outside Sidney town 
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By HELEN LANG
Because fertilizers are so very important to 
growing a successful garden and are far from 
cheap, maybe a short discussion on the 
subject is in order.
There are many “natural” forms of good 
fertilizers, which not only nourish the plants 
but provide humus to the soil. Most of these 
are best put in the garden in the fall, and I’ll 
just mention a few of them and deal with 
them further, at a later date.
Starting with the most common, we can 
use various animal manures (including, if we 
weren’t so fastidious, “human”, called, to 
my delight, “night soil”). Unless you can 
find completely rotted manure. I’d avoid it 
until fall. The one possiblity for using fresh 
manure would be to half-fill a potatoe sack 
(not easy when you are holding your nose), 
add a large rock, tie the top, and sink the bag 
in water in a 45-gallon drum.
This makes what my husband calls his 
“manure tea”, and he applies it lovingly to 
“his” tomato plants. Sometimes I think they 
grow just to get away from the smell!
One good and cheap natural fertilizer is 
seaweed. It can be put on at any time of year 
since it won’t burn your plants. Usually 
applied in the fall as a blanket over the whole 
bed, if put on now it will not only fertilize 
the garden but serve as a mulch, keeping 
down weeds and preserving moisture.
Things like bonemeal, blood-and-bone 
meal, urea, lime, woodashes, and the 
planting of “fall rye” are all wonderfully 
useful in the garden, but 1 do want to get on 
to the usp of commercial fertilizers which 
most beginning gardeners buy, more because 
of the advertising, than from firm con­
viction.
Most commercial fertilizers have cute, 
catchy names, or impressive ones — {Mor 
Bloom or Green-Up or the ZMSiere. Uplands) 
anything to attract the buyer.
Pay no attention to the name, look at the 
numbers. They tell the trud story. The first 
number is for nitrogen content. The second 
is for phosphorus and the third is for 
potassium (potash), all of them most im­
portant to growing plants.
Plants that are grown for their leaves 
(celery, lettuce, cabbage, spinach and chard) 
will require more nitrogen (the first number) 
than vegetables grown for their roots or 
seeds or flowers grown for their beauty.
The two latter will need more phosphorus 
and potash. For example, lettuce thrives on 
6-8-6-but turnips do better with 4-10-10.
Probably the safest fertilizer to buy w'ould 
be 6-8-6-, which you can use on both 
vegetables and flowers. Next week I hope to 
have a long list of what to use and when to 
use it, for everything from the common 
carrot to the potted petunia.
One thing 1 found very interc.sting 
regarding fertilizers. If you add up the three 
numbers you arrive at the total quantity of 
fcrllizcr in the box (or bag). The rest is inert 
“filler” of some kind. This means that 6-8“6- 
contains 20 per cent fertilizer, whereas 20-20- 
20 totals 60 per cent.
This explains why you need such small 
quantities of the latter, and can use liberal 
amounts of the former, with little danger of 
over-feeding your plants!
Silver Threads
Silver Tliieads centre at 100.10 Resthaven 
is open 9 n,m. to 4 p.m, sveekdays, 7 - 9 p.m, 
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m, Saturday and 
Sunday,
lutnehes, teas, coffees, ciirds, library, 
billiards, wide variety craft classes, 
recreational activities, languages, trips, etc, 
If you're 60 or better .Silver Threads would 
like to hear from you. Call 656-5517,
Coming events: .luly 16 — rny,stery trip; 
Aug. 14--nearly new sale.
KICS is for kids — but you can bet moms 
love it too. A summer program for four to 
seven-year-olds, KICS (Kids In Central 
Saanich) is the answer to those long, hot 
summer days when kids are home driving 
theii moms crazy looking for something to 
do.
The program is designed to keep kids 
active from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. five days a week 
from July 6 through Aug. 28 — and it’s free.
Sound too good to be true? Well, there is a 
hitch. Since it is free, organizers say it 
requires family participation in order to 
ensure adequate supervision.
That means help is needed — from 
parents, grandparents, even older brothers 
and sisters who can volunteer for two or 
three days a week, drive for an outing, or 
even help with a story session.
The program is run by three staff mem- 
beis: 17-year-old Carlone Warns, 17-year- 
old Maureen Hinde — both Stelly’s 
secondary school students — and 23-year- 
old project manager Audrey Roder.
The program is a combined heritage, 
activity and daycare program, says Roder, 
and will act as a local point for kids’ summer 
activities.
“This year’s program will be better than 
last year,” Roder adds, “becau,se of the big 
programs we’re having.” A sample of the 
“big programs” is a Four Seasons Theatre 
presentation July 13.
In addition, kids will go on a weekly 
outing to places like Fable Cottage, Heritage 
Village, the Legislature, Beacon Hill Park, 
and Swan Lake Sanctuary. '
“It’s going to be fun, fun, fun,” says 
Roder.
The program takes place at Centennial
Park on Wallace Drive and anyone is 
welcome to drop in with their child from 9 
a.m. - 4 p.m. Parents can register their child 
by contacting Roder at the park after July 6 






I YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
I BARBER & HAIRSTYLIST 
experienced in conventional
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
^ MARINA COURT on 2nd Streei 






recommend to council 
that four new bus 
shelters be built this 
year at the following 
locations; at the base 
of Dean Park Road to 
access patrons of the 
Panorama Leisure 
Centre; in Deep Cove 
near St. John’s 
Church; at Ardmore 
and Bradley-Dyne; 
and at Parklands 
school to serve it and 
nearby Kiwanis 
Village.
The district is 
requesting the bus 
stops from the Capital 
Region District which 
will make a future 





TOPS Chapter BC 
980, Brentwood Bay 
was well represented 
when 19 of its 
members attended 
Pro V i n ci al 
Recognition Days 
June 5 and 6 at New 
Westminster. Two 
members, , Lyla 
Walker and Shirley 
Ross graduated. y
Best loser for April 
was Hazel Wood- 
\vard, who also won 
the Apron Contest 
and an eight-week 
steady loss charm. 
Weekly best losers 
were Adelaide 
G i 1 m o u r , Ruth 
Whitaeker, Hazel 
Woodward, Patty 
Voth, Debbie Gore- 
Langton, and Jean 
Grandmaison. Ruth 
MaePherson was the 
best loser for May.
Twelve-week at­
tendance charms were 
won by Ellen Cornell, 
Ruth Whitcakcr, 
Martha McKecknic 
and Louise Noble. 
Featherweight charms 
foi coming back from 
holidays “lighter” 
were won by .lean 
Lodge and Vi 
Qucsnelle; and a Half- 
Way-io-Goal charm 





August 1, 2 and 3, i981 





® WATCH REPAIRS 
©DIAMOND
APPRAISALS






July 15 to Doc. 14, 1981
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1st & Sevan (behind Sldnoy Super Foods) 
656-0144
Baiting has hof'ii niir lui'anfiss 
since 1903












PRfiE - BEfieON ME^IE 
RETHIL SPACE Af AILHLI!
Approx. 3000 sq. ft., ground level, corner location 
on Beacon Ave. Available October 1, 1981.
May be divided into two 1500 sq. ft. spaces.
Rental enquiries now being accepted. Please reply 
to Box ‘6’, Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5.
1 liinc 25-Se|)L 7 Sept.8-0ct21 Oct 22-Dec. 16 1
1 Adult 324 272
223 1
1 Child




Starts July Bill, 10 a.m.
2354 Beacon Avenue, Sidney, B.C 
656-5212
OPEPi FRIDAY TILL 9:00
HOURS;
Mon. - Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 5;00 p.m.
OF BATH TOWELS, 
HAND TOWELS, WASH 
CLOTHS AND 
SHOWER CURTAINS
Here's your ilnmce lo pre|ly-iip your 
bathroom vvilh linvels .md shower curl.tius 
.11 super-low prires Cloeercl.ile'',. hiiyiup, 
t'.roiip made this special volume pure haiu- 
mid lh.it means super Havlup.s Cor you! All 
towels are UT0‘!<. cotton combed lercy hollr 
hide!. m.iiJe by lop Canadian manufacturers, 
Choose from various roloun. and sizes, 
Towels liave slip.lit imperfectionH hut theR(> 




HAND TOWEl ^4.99 A:
13" X 13" .... ■
WASH CLOTH $1.99,a. i,',"' 
SHOWER CURTAINS
Choose from vinyl or fabric 
curtains. All colours, patterns 
and textures. Number l qualityl
*5.99,
0768 • Sth StiteL Sidney
ft !, m )N*rr.i.i,yi 
(t ill '■ (I I!. ,
If, ' 4 |l It, 'iiitidiiv
^ . • O ■ ■
MHI ■ ■ rtf;
P
I■ '
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WMBN...
FEATURED BELOW ARE SOME SAMPLES OF ADS FROM OUR FIRST EDITION IN 1912
TO THE MID '50's. TO START CELEBRATIONS FOR OUR 69th ANNIVERSARY,
WE WOULD LIKE TO INVITE OUR EARLIEST 6 SUBSCRIBERS TO DINNER AT ONE OF 
THE PENINSULA'S FINEST RESTAURANTS. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE REVIEW PRIOR 
TO 1950, SEND IN THE INFORMATION (WRITE US OR USE THE FORM BELOW) AND 
SEE IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE FIRST.
..BEAUTIFUL LOTS..::
All Cleared and Seeded to Grass. GRAND • 
VIEW. ON MARINE DRIVE.
$300 per lot.
EASY TERMS
In full bearing orchard close to B. | 
C. Electric. Good Water.
Eittier Hand
can be used in shaving with the 
"Gillette:'
It takes time to leam to shave with 
the old-fashioned razor, but with a 
"Gillette"yon"know how" 
at once.
Jisfc or iurit9 for our froe bookie 
explaining a htindreU and. one 
things you ought to kno^ about 
shaving and the care of your face.
EASY TERMS
CiUettc Safety Razor St-t contsists 
of tr'.xjlc platc-t; holtltrr that •will
lasit a lii'ciirac. U'i»h (lonl»)f*t'»lgcilMaries (i.i keen eri:p-s) in velvet jiiicci 
r c.a&c. Price '
Ct.inM'tniiou —Brush, Soap, etc
.<6.50 VO
:
FOR BEACH FRONT, POULTRY OR GHICKEN 
FARMS, BUSINESS PROPERTY,
SEE ME. 1 HAVE THEM FOR SALE
Sidney Cricket Club
Last Thursday evening a meeting of 
the Cricket club was held and officers 
for the coming season were elected as 
follows; Captain Mr. Dennis, Secretary, 
Mr. Davidson, Committee, Messrs. Har­
vey Hayward and St. Barbe. The re­
tiring secretary Mr. Whiting reported 
that there was a small balance of S9.7.5 
on hand and that the club possessed all 
the nece.ssary implements for the game 
except a net. It was decided that a net 
was absolutely necessary and Captain 
Adamson kindly offered there and then to 
give one. The committee was instruct­
ed to visit various localities with the cap­
tain and to select the site most suitable 
for this years play. Mr. Whiting’s re­
tirement was accepted with regret and a 
vote of thanks for his efficient conduct 
of the club’s affairs was carried unani­
mously.
On Friday evening the captain -and the 
members of the committee visited the 
ground to the south of the town between 
the English Church and the Shingle Mill 
and also the old ground that wa.s use.1 
last year and decided in favour of the lat­
ter. It will be cleared of stones and this­
tles and play will be commenced immedi- 
■'ately.; .■ _
A gate will be provided leadihginlo the 
field from Beacon .A,venue and members 
of the club and others visiting the field 
are asked to be careful of the fences .sur­
rounding it. The . ground is lent to the 
club by P. Burns and Co and damage to 
the fences might result in considerable 
trouble and expense to this generous 
'■ firm.,.
»e 00
Fire and Life Insurance. Telephone L. D. 14
SIDNEY
Good delivery horse, sound 
and steady; good express 
wagon, new; harness, $225. 
Also “Overland” motor car, 
new tires and full equipment, 
guaranteed, $900. Apply to 
H. Lees, Deep Cove Boat­
house, or write Sidney P. 0.
Herbert Finch
BARBER
Begs to announce to his present and 
prospective customers that he is now 
located at the corner of Beacon Av­
enue and Second Street, having re­
moved from "Ego’s Pool Rooms," and 
solicits their valued patronage.
J. F. SIMISTER
Opponite Bank Beacon Ave. 'Phono 3 Oppoitio Post Oflico
When Will Prices Be Lower?
Is your name on the subscription list of 
The Review ? If not, why not ?
Now is the time to jump in and buy!
We have the goods and can promise you n fit of pleasure!
MEN’S AND BOYS’ FINE, ALSO WORK PANTS OR SUITS 
WOMEN'S AND GIRLS’ SMARTLY TAILORED PRINT 
AND BROADCLOTH FROCKS AND DRESSES
I





For Furnished Rooms and 
Board.
Good Meals for 25c.
Special for Saturday *.




TELEPHONE No. 2, SIDNEY, 










I lAVe have subscribed to The Roviow
since
month year





Insure the pur- 
chasernbtiiiiung 
full value l(jr 
tlie money spent
Wmr VltiniU B XI. « 
U.lMiftar M d.k
Write for rata- 




Gideon Hicks Piano Company
Government Street Oppoiil* Poll Office Vkrnrl*, R C.
ATLAS TIRE
Imperial Oil Limited guarantees the ATLAS 
TIRE for a period of twelve months from 
date of purchase for passenger car service 
against accidents, blowouts, cuts, bruises, 
rim cuts, under inflation, wheels out of align­
ment, faulty brakes, or road hazards





















’PHONE 131 SIDNEY, B.c.




Your Name should appear 
on the Subscription List
of your Local Paper
The local newspaper always gets the support of 
public spirited men. not only by their names on the 
Subscription List but by using the advertising 
columns as well.
We arc perfectly aware that there arc in Sidney at 
the present time many people who purchase a copy 
of the “Review” from the boys on the street, or 
from the different places it is on sale and honestly 
believe they are helping us. We do not wish to 
offend anyone, but we would like to make it very 
plain, “Yoii are not giving us the support we 
need,” and we will tell you why: When an ad­
vertiser makes enquiries regarding space he in­
variably asks the question: “How many sub­
scribers have you got on your list?” One name on 
our list is worth more to us tiian a dozen papers 
sold on t|ic street, for the simple reason a Sub­
scription List is one of the principal n.sscts of a 
newspaper office and without It we cannot do 
business.
Another reason why you should subscribe just 
now, is the fact that the cold, rainy evenings will 
soon be here, and the boys that usually sell during 
the summer will not be able to do so during the 
v.’luS vi, as tlicy uU at lend scliuul and do not get out 
until it is nearly dark.
Ed nnte: this nd ran In our 1911 edition.
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THE SIDMEY REVIEW WILL BE YEARS YOUNG THIS YEAR
a AS FART OF OUR PRE-CELEBRATION, WE ARE OFFERING
■:■■!:'
p 'i-* ■ ^ ■' '' ‘ . ' ■ ■ . ' .. ' iV' >■.. ,->K ^:V^-s -.s—;. f-ir. I 'r>i.' •/., .,,,.. EACH MONTH (Limit 21 words),
FROM JULY TO DECEMBER f':.; -r- ' ‘ - s.i'''^-:..ii >i 'Sv;
iB'i
THE AD COUPON BELOW WILL RUN EACH WEEK IN THE REVIEW. 
SIA/IPLY FILL IN THE DETAILS AND MAIL OR DROP IT OFF AT OUR 
OFFICE (Sorry— No Phone-Ins).











ResponsiyecAclyertising i.;f I'l I il ‘
Respcmsible Reporting
Only in The Review — the only paper of record 
on the Saanich Peninsula — will you find 
WIDE COVERAGE of:
# Sidney, North Saanich and Central 
Saanich councils
# Saanich school board
’ ‘ V * h*
C\"' ' i'... .iiWiiU
m.
Pol ice news, generol and community hews 
Sports, features and d good selection of 
photos highlighting residents and local 
events, f;'"
Remember, The Review won 2nd place 




FROM 9 to 99, YOU'LL FIND IT IN THE REVIEWI
FREE SUBSCRIBERS CLASSIFIED
The Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
Sidney V8L 3S5
PLEASE RUN MY AD IN YOUR.





or a friend to the pampered feeling of having The Review 
delivered to your home for 52 weeks of the year for only 
$10.00.
SAVE ^3®® ON THE NEWSTXND PRICE 0F^13®®^^ ^ ^
.To; Wi !;'::i.J Tfl.;. KUt IflU 'iUi K".< M:' UU'S IKi fif,!’ 5Jj.,
s!
The Sidney Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
□ Please enter my subscription 
for 52 weeks for $10.00
□ Enter as a Gift.
□ PAYMENT ENCLOSED GBILL ME
CLASSIFICATION 
NAME_ _ _ ____
Name
Address 
City__ .Province. .Postal Code
ADDRESS.
PHONE,
I Confirm I am a Review Subscriber
L—
; ) -fl') " V/1
Signature^, ■ s;
;[■!,- “iiiiiTHTif,!;-' i/,in»iV-If*S-





m GjW k:*:; ff:,s -'ft l’::& T'.i’! ’ =4;! Hi)? t:/l« f?!?; H;;) Pt; Bsf; sm li'l lit? HB U'A liffii fSS «S m W W fIS wi'iismwi
The Review already enjoys close rapport with its readers — but we'd like to make it even better. Stay close to us by 
phoning and telling us when there's an engagement or rharriage in your family. Alert us to news stories in the com­
munity. Make your own views known in the community by contributing to our letters-to-the-editor columns.
j.: T, ;«
I-:.
■ .U'"' i*-, f't i'!'! J.'"";, iiiH.sf 'K'if -I i
f, lt.t. .,.T ,? S'l/WM IT » ''I %„■* ■' '■ ..
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Gillette Trac II. Package'of 5.
:
Normal, Egg, Herbal or Strawbernf. 350 mL bottle..
Eveready Batteries
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I ^IBmni X SSm)
In your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
We reserve the right to limit Quintitles. Sales in retail Quantities Only.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 AM TO 5 PM
Shop Ahead. All Safeway Stores
\\
C A W A O A', S A F E' W A'Y;. LI !\^ I T F O,
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THE SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 
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: ALISA'S f SHE FAIRICS
Wo. 201-24BS Beacoa, Upper Mall, Town Square 656-5831
. FAeilME'S HOiitlS S CIAFTS
2424 Beacon Ave. 656-3714
Butler, Hortli step down
HOTEL SIDHEY
2537 Beacon Ave. 056-1131
INGLENOOK BOOK STORE
2417 Beacon Ave. 056-7422
ISLAND FURNITURE MART LTD.




TUDOR HOUSE GIFT SHOPPE
2474 Beacon Ave. 656-3232
THE VILLAGE GALLERY LTD.
2458 Beacon Ave. 656-3633
JX.’s PUYTIME CLOTHING
6S6-24S5
JUMPING MOUSE CHILDREN'S BOOKS
2458 Beacon Ave, 656-3144
JUS-RITE PHOTOS
2401 Beacon Ave. 656-6613
MACLEODS FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE
24BS Beacon Ave. 656-5921
“iENTOliiTiSMB^^
2520 Beacon Ave, 656-3221
iOBlHAR-BROILED STEAKS
2321 Beacon Ava. BEACON miA MALI 656 4822
VALUABLE
COUPON FOR
Two Sidney men were elected to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital board at Thursday’s 
annual general meeting. Bill Gray, 202-2040 
White Birch, and Grev Stonier, 10315 
Bowerbank, were both elected by ac­
clamation to three-year terms.
It’s the first time on the hospital board for 
both men, who replace charter members 
Claude Butler and ^ell Horth. Both Butler 
and Horth were f ed to step down after 
three consecutive terms, under hospital 
society bylaws.
However, Butler will remain on the board 
as the Capital Regional District’s
representative, while Horth will retain her 
chairmanship of the Seniors day care centre.
The elections were pretty much without 
incident — something of a surprise con­
sidering hospital elections elsewhere in the 
province, where pro- and anti-abortiohists 
have used the annual meetings as a bat­
tlefield in their bids to place sympathetic 
members on boards.
However, about 50 society members 
turned out for the annual meeting here and a 






PINK KITTEN BEAUTY SALON
204-2465 Beacon Ave. 656-2233 |
2372 B«kc(H9Ave.'. 656-3621 '
SIDNEY ELECTRONICS • ' 7 I
2496 Beacon Ave. DEALERS FOR RADIO SHACK & PANASORIC 656-5771 I
f ^ :';7:/^orv: AReHER-WIISMER:::T.¥/SERVIGES^^^.^
9764A SBi St COMMUmCATlONS SYSTEMS f; 656-5114
RIMPAC DIVERS (19S1) LTD.
V:98185«iSt'/ 656-6313 I
S»:l:;T^.:/::7AQUATIEltEI
f ' 2337 BEACON AVE.: Beacon Plaza Mall
liNTIL;8P.M^
656-3314 2313 Beacon Ave. 656-4414
BUSY Bil ONIlHDyR DRY GLEANER!
1 :/v'2349 Beacdst Ave.'
J 'T-V'f'-'O-
656-2544 656-6621 1
jv',': ;'2448:Beac(m Ave,- 656-1333
CANADA:SAFEWAY^^r
B8acon Plaza Mall sV Sidney |
1 2463 BeacoD Ave. 656-3342 2567 Beacon Ave, 656-4812 1
I CL0VERDALE PAINT'N PAPER
I 9768 5ifiSt 656-3975
SIDNEY BAKERY LTD.
2505 Beacon Ave. 656-1012 1
DRAPES'N SHADES
1 2387 Beacon Ave. 656-7333
SIDNEY FLORAL GALLERY
2328 Beacon Ave. 656-5833 |
1 DUTGH MARINE SHOP LTD.
I 2451 BeaconAve. 656-4412
SIDNEY HOME HARDWARE
2411 Beacon Ave. 656-2712 1
1 DENJi DISCO (1979)




1 ' : - GEOROEHE'S FABRICS & CRAFTS
1 2459 Beacon Ave. 656-1323
SIDNEY NATURAL FOODS
2354 Beacon Ave. 656-4634 1
1 HARVEY'S BICYCLES
1 2480 Beacon Ave. 656-1512
SIDNEY NEWS ft VARIETY
2440 Beacon Ave. 656-2345 1
HARVEY'S SPORTING GOODS
1 2485 Beacon Ave. 656-4393
SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
2561 Beacon Ave. Sidney |
1 THE HAPPY COOKER
1 2389 Beacen Ave. 656-4711
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
I HDULAHAN'S WOOL BOUTIQUE
1 UpperHill Town Square
SUHTIME YACHT SHOP
2449 Beacon Ave. 656-2434
1 THE HOLLY TREE CASUALS UD.
1 2354 Beacnn Ave. 656-5212
T-SHIRTS UNLIMITED
Beacon Plaza Mall Open until 8 p.m. |
THE OWL’S EYE BOOKSTORE LTD.
2406 Beie«« Ave. 856-3515
ON PANASONIC
VALUE *509.95
Bring your Coupon to Any of tho 
P.irllcip:itlnQ Businossos In this ad.
DRAW TO BE MADE 
FRIDAY NIGHT AUG. 29/Bl
NAME.
(NE 5720)
CHF:€IC THE IWAi¥ 
FWIDAY NIKSHT 














100(£r POLYESTER FILLED 
Reg. 4.97
SPECIAL
23i3 BEACON AVE. 
656-4414









Lions Club received 
the go-ahead June 22 
for its annual Central 
Saanich : Days 
celebrations.
Central Saanich 
council’s parks and 
recreation committee 
received a request 
from Little League 
that it prohibit 
parking along Prosser 
Road adjacent to 
Alexander Field and 
parking along Hovey 
Road adjacent to the 
baseball fields. 
Committee chairman 
Ron Cullis said the 
request had been 
investigated and 
complaints had been 
received about the 
number of cars 
parked along the 
roads.
Cullis suggested 
committee wait for 
further complaints 












Assorted Summer Fashions 
1040% OFF
iraiUAYONLY)
Chargox a Mastercharge Welcome
Gift Cerlificatos A layaway Uvailafilo

















Combine a few pieces of string, chairs and the result is a modified obstacle course 







10837 Deep Cove, 
passed away June 22 
in his 85th year. 
Predeceased by his 
son Alan, Brownie 
was survived by his 
wife Nell and 
daughter Donna 
Marie Margetts of 
Victoria; eight 
grandchildren; ^ two 
great grandchildren; 
many nieces and 
nephews; one brother, 
Leonard John and 
one sister, Millie 
Roberts.
Brownie was born 
in North Saanich in 
1897 and together- 
with partner Sam 
Jones purchased the 
Deep Cove Chalet 
from B.C. Electric in 
1920.
The two built she 
cottages and two 
tennis courts at the 
Chalet which were a 
popular attraction. 
When Deep Cove 
voted to go “wet”, a 
beer parlour was 
added, though 
Brownie said later it 







starting with Deep 
Cove Freight Service, 
changing to Saanich
'Brownie' Horth
Brownie was the 
youngest son of Rufus 
Horth and Alice (nee 
Wain), pioneers who 
played a large part in 
building Holy Trinity 
Church in 1884.
An honorary life 
member in the North 
and South Saanich 
Pioneer Society, 
Brownie was also a 
member of the 
Saanich Peninsula 
Royal Canadian 
Legion branch 37 and 
a member of the 
Mount Newton 
Masonic Lodge No. 
89 AF and AM .
He launched his last 
boat r— a boat he built 
himself — just three 
years ago — the 26- 
foot Lady Nell. A 
service was held 
Friday at Holy Trintiy 
Church. Rev. Don 
Malins officiated, 
assi.sted by the Rev. 
Robert Sansom.
Freight Service and 
eventually selling out 
to Sidney Freight 
Service.
Brownie and Jones 
also started the first 
passenger bus service 
on the peninsula — a 
return trip between 
Deep Cove and 
















For Your Shopping 
Convenience





Saanich School board trustees are having 
to “bite the bullet” on a previous decision 
they made concerning community use of 
schools rental rates.
This comment came from board chairman 
Dr. Gerry Kristianson Monday night 
following a submission from a public 
delegation which included spokesmen for 
youth and adult after-school-hours users.
The board recently raised its rental rates 
for community use of facilities to cover 
actual costs.
“The previous rates were only a nominal 
charge,” explained trustee Roy Hyndman 
who added that the board had now decided 
on a “cost recovery” policy.
In some cases this amounts to $25.77 per 
hour.
A spokesman for a gymnastics group 
which has used the school facilities in the 
past told the board that their rental rates 
have increased 400 per cent.
“For us it means total closure of 
recreational fitness time,” she said, pointing 
out that in other districts rates are kept low 
and are subsidized by the school districts.
Kristianson agreed that this is the case but 
said, in those districts, “trustees have 
decided they will divert money which was 
collected for education of children.”
A spokesman for Saanich Peninsula 
Soccer Club said, “We have been priced 
right out of the market. We have no place 
for our little lads to practise this winter.
“We should all at least try to physically 
educate our children — if you scrimp on that 
you’re dead in the water.” '
The board decided to make a full ex- 
plaination and present figures and 
















Vi PRICE RUG KITS
SIDNEY HOBBY HOUSE
HOBBIES & CRAFTS






Duo lo Popular Demand 
tho Latch is open 
lor Lunchoonr. again 
Tuesday lo Friday 













Approved per package, 









HOW ONLY *29.95 PATIO LIGHTS Reg. 11.49
OUR HOURS
8:30 A.M. TD 5:30 P.M. MON. THOU SAT. 
OPEN FRIOAV NIOHT TILL O P M 
SUNDAY OPEN 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M.
3-FIECE
BARBECUESET Reg. 5.95
SEA SHEST SAiliRS SHOP
1^’ : - . MARINE SUPRLIB CB
9732‘1st Street, StoY 6566621
SIDNEY HOME HARDWARE
2411 BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY
656-2712








registration held last 
week attracted more 
than 200 boys — “a 
very good response to 
the much earlier 
registration date this 
year,” said league 
spokesman Derek 
James.
But James warned 
others who want to 
play soccer this fall 
could be out of luck if 
they don’t register 
Saturday.
“This season will 
start five or six weeks 
in advance of previous 
years, so to avoid 
disappointment boys 
are strongly urged to 
sign up at the last 
registration,” he 
explained.
Last registration is 
10 a.m. - -2 p.m. 
Saturday at the club 
registrar’s home, 7041 
Hagen Road, 
Brentwood.
James said the 
earlier start this 
season is to take 
advantage of better 
weather and light 
nights. Practices, 
team selection and 
scheduling will also 
take place sooner than 
iii the pasti he added.
James said the 
league - needs
youngsters in all age 
divisions, especially 
14-17 years old. As 
well, this year the club 
would like to field 
some girls teams, 
James said.
‘‘Although there is 
strong competition in 
the Greater Victoria 
area in the girls 
section, the peninsula 
has never been able to 
join in this com­
paratively new and 
exciting aspect of the 
game due to lack of 
numbers,” he said.
Girls interested in 
playing soccer are 
asked to register July 
.4 at 7041 Hagen 
Road. New registrants 
should bring their 
birth certificates.
This year’s 
executive is headed by 
chairman Peter 
Byford. Alan White is 
secretary, Ray Hit- 
chen treasurer. Gene 
Coll registrar, David 
Street in charge of 
coaches, Lome Scott 
in charge of referees. 
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golfers walked away 
with the Willie Park 
Driver in the 1981 
Inter-club Golf 
League by winding up 
the season with an 
impressive 7-2 win 
over Uplands at 
Uplands.
The win gave the 
North Saanich golfers 
34 1/2 points — 11 
1/2 more than runner- 
up Royal Colwood. 
Glen Meadows went 
into the final match 
needing just a single 
point to clinch the 
coveted trophy.
Glen Meadows’ Ed 
Beauchemin turned 
back Uplands’ Wayne 
Little two and one, 
while teammate Don 
Gowan beat Dave 
Rands by the same 
score.
Meanwhile, Al 
Robertson lost to 
Uplands’ Don 
Billsborough two and 
one, but teammate 
Roger Hp Hick 
stormed back to beat 
Ken Nott one up.
Finally, Phil Scott 
topped Tom Maf- 
techuk two and one, 
while teammate Mike 
Foreman beat Mark 
Gailan two and one to 
give Glen Meadows 
the comfortable win.
BOWIE KUHN hasn’t been too 
prominent in the major league baseball 
hassle which led to a player strike on the 
issue of free agent compensation, and the 
reason could be that the commissioner sort 
of committed himself to the players’ position 
during his successful effort to clamp down 
on Oakland owner Charlie Finley. Kuhn 
wouldn’t allow Finley to sell pitchers Vida 
Blue and Rollie Finger's and oufielder Joe 
Rudi, stating the club had already been 
compensated by the years of service it got 
from the trio ... the report that 
Philadelphia Phillies had put 3,631 helium- 
filled balloons in storage to await the day 
Pete Rose got his record-setting 3,631st hit 
was in error. The balloons were released the 
day after the strike began, and perhaps they 
are already a collectors’ item ... the 40- 
year-old Rose has arranged to get paid for 
trying to get rid of those telltale grey hairs, 
having joined Maurice Richard in extolling 
the virtues of Grecian Formula . . . people 
who bring banners to ball parks and other 
arenas are usually most concerned with 
drawing attention to themselves and only 
occasionally is the message worthy of notice. 
One time that it was came when Claudell 
Washington played for Chicago White Sox. 
The outfielder, sometimes a bit casual in his 
approach to the game and often booed by 
fans for what they felt was a lack of hustle, 
got a more telling reminder one day when he 
took up his position .and was greeted by a 
huge banner which read ‘‘Washington slept 
here.” . . . manager Ed Nottie of the 
Tacoma Tigers showed those silly club 
mascots can be of some use after all. Tossed 
out of a game by the umpire, Nottie donned 
the tiger costume worn by the club mascot 
and took up a station in the bullpen to make 
decisions on relief pitchers ... years of 
trying have finallyu paid off for Vancouver 
Island curlers and the first Pacific Coast 
Curling Association bonspiel will be Held in 
Victoria Jan. 29-31. It will be limited to 
PCCA members, bars zone winners and will 
qualify four rinks for the men’s PCCA final, 
a 16-rink affair which will also include four 
winners from each of the three zones. It is a 
long overdue development, but it remains to 
be seen if it will be harmed by the decision to 
make it a two-event double-knockout affair 
which will cost $100 a rink . . . we’ve all had 
the advice that ‘‘if you can’t say anything 
good about anyone don’t say anything.” It’s 
good advice but there is a variation accepted 
by too many iif press boxes and broadcast 
booths which comes put“Tell them what 
they want to: hear tread) or Hell them
they’ll do better than most... if you watch 
the Western Express Lottery on television 
you’re either an incurable optimist or you 
need to take stock. It would be difficult to 
imagine anything duller or more fatuous. 
Surely, there must be a cheaper suspicion- 
proof way to select the winning numbers . . . 
Wayne Gretzky is reported to have received 
$50,000 to sit for a portrait painted by 
LeRoy Neiman. Just what the count will be 
for the limited edition reproductions planned 
isn’t known here but 100 at the asking price 
of $3,200 would be quite profitable . . . one 
thing that should never be forgotten by those 
who write, or talk, about people is that they 
accept praise and remember criticism.
■A A A
JIM PALMER, three-time winner of the 
American League Cy Young Award and 
pitcher of two no-hit games and more than 
241 victories, says he has received more 
attention for being featured in an underwear 
ad than for his baseball performance. ‘‘I 
guess,” the Baltimore righthander said, 
‘‘that makes a statement about our society. 
But then Jockey* spent more money 
promoting me than the Orioles ever did.”
. . . Billy ‘‘White Shoes” Johnson ran into 
an unexpected problem when he left 
Houston Oilers to try his luck in the 
Canadian Football League with Montreal 
Alouettes. White shoes are standard gear for 
his new club and Billy will have to change 
colors or find another gimmick . . . more 
than 390 horses went to the post at least once 
in the first 25 days of the Sandown harness 
racing meet, but they don’t outnumber their 
owners by too much. There are close to 300 
owners and co-owners for Sandown stock, 
and addresses include New York, California, 
Nevada, Ontario, and the three prairie 
provinces. But a big and growing percentage 
of the runners are owned by British 
Columbians . . . the mutuel total for the first 
25 days was almost 32 per cent higher than 
for the first 25 days last year and the daily 
average of $154,642 brought a gain of 28 per 
cent over last year’s $120,767 . . . Richlyn 
Angel set a standardbred record at Sandown 
Saturday by paying $146.70 to win ... a 
normal percentage of favorites have been 
scoring but the Exactor average at Sandown 
is close to $70 and the average Triactor 
return for the first 25 days was $432 . . . 
almost everyone, it seems, wants to be a 
, cheerleader. Dallas Cowgirls had more than 
2,000 applications when they anounced they 
had some openings and more than 900 lined 




B.C. LIONS, once upon a time, used to be 
a tough two points for the Edmonton 
Eskimos. But things are different now, and 
each slaughter reminds that the latest 
Edmonton dynasty began when the Lions, 
still without a successor to Joe Kapp, failed 
to keep quarterback Tom Wilkinson ... 
schedule play begins this week in the CFL, 
and if the action is dull there will be many a 
chuckle if you listen carefully to the 
broadcast-booth babble. Tight-end Harry 
Holt is back with the Lions and there is 
anticipation here in wondering if anyone can 
better explain his potential than Tyrone 
Walls, who in a moment of enthusiasm over 
a sparkling play last season, explained it with 
‘‘basically he’s long legged.” And we all 
have to wonder what happened to the Lion 
another broadcaster referred to as an ‘‘ex- 
Simon Fraser University graduate.” . . . 
New York Jets drafted a defence back 
named Admiral Dewey Larry this year but if 
there is any meaning in names. New Orleans 
Saints may have come up with a winner when 
they added running-back Toussaint 
L’Overture Tyler to their roster . . . major- 
league baseball attendance was up about two 
million fans when the strike ended what 
almost certainly would have been a record 
year at the gate. Oakland Athletics topped 
all clubs with a gain of 432,145 fans in 24 
home presentations and Montreal Expos, 
with an increase of 168,042, lead in the 
National League . . . there’s really not too 
much substance in the claim that sports stars 
need those huge salaries because their careers 
are comparatively short. If they’re through 
at 35, or 40, or sooner, they could go to work 
like the rest of us. And if they haye taken' 
advantage of the opportunities" the big 
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Jean Shaw emerged 
as a triple winner 
from the Glen 
Meadows June 20 
tennis tournament, 
capturing the singles 
title and sharing in the 




Marilyn Williams for 
the singles trophy and 
then teamed with 
Vivian Davies to 
down Joy Donald and 
Terry Kean for the 
latlie.s doubles.
She later combined 
with Peter Crawford 
10 take the mi.xed 
doubles from Davies 
and Dave T'ooby,
Me a n w h i I o, 
Crawford tcanTcd 
with Riley Hern to 
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Glenn Hallworth in 
the men’s doubles 
final. But ' Milne 
received a measure of 
revenge when he beat 
Crawford in the men’s 
final.
In the consolation 
draw Donna Phillips 
defeated Lynn Milne 
in the ladies singles, 
Natalya Parsons and 
Barb Hale turned 
back Cheryl Miller 
and Marilyn Williams 
in ladies doubles, and 
Marg and Ken Ainslie 
teamed to defeat 
Coi inne and Bob 
Donaldson in the 
mixed flonhles.
11 r i a n W i 1 s o n 
d II in [T e d B o b
Donaldson in the 
tncn’.s consolation, 
vvhile Jack William,s 
and .l(Thn Harrison 
defeated Frank 
Andrews aiu.1 Dennis 
I larrold in men’s 
doubles consolation.
.Shriirips take 
. ' Squirt title
•Saanich Seafood 
Shi imp,s capiiiretl the 
Squirt division league 
lille in girls softball, 
with Sidney Susies 
second and Cooper 
Truckers riglit behind 
in iliird .spot, "Tlicrc 
were a lot of rained 
out games which we 
were nol able to 
leschedule, but all in 
all It was a good 




■In !lv' Pec Wee 
division, Shoreline 
Meliilcraft topped 
Knowles Realty in I lie 
playoii imal Fiiday.
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Swing by Shoreline's catcher Leigh 
McDonald results in foul-ball during 
pee-wee playoff championships at 
Sanscha Park Sunday. Tom Cronk Photo
Shoreline catcher Leigh McDonald appears undecided whether to continue at­
tempt to score while Rhonda LePoidvin of Knowles Realty and umpire George 
Braithwaite anxiously await throw from catcher. Tom Cronk Ptioto




bantam girls softball 
team advanced to the 
Colwood and district 
B league finals last 
week with a best of 
three victory over 
Langford Blues.
The Sidney club 
finished in second 
place in league 
standings and went 
into Saturday’s best 
of three semi-final as 
one of the teams to 
beat.
The Blues surprised 
Sidney girls 14-12 in 
the opener, but 
Harvey’s stormed 
back in the second 
game for an easy 21- 
13 win.
That forced a third 
and deciding game, 
which Harvey’s won 
with a tie-breaking 
run in the last inning. 
Leslie Braun was a 
key to the win, 
stealing a base with 
two out in the final 
inning.
Harvey’s now meets 
Hampton this week 
for the championship.
Private Investor
Wishes to buy apartmenl-^oiietl land 







•k 1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket 
★ 1 Pair Pants or Slacks 
^ 2 Ties
'At 1 Light Weight Sweater 
ir 1 Plain Skirt
$ I 79
YOUR CHOICE I each
20% Discoynt
On All Other Dry Cleaning 
and Minor Repairs.
"THIS COMING MONDAY"
I It’s the Aces against either the Braves or 
Pender Island in the Sidney major little 
fegue playoff finals today (Wednesday), 
vvhile the Kings meet either the Shrimps or 
Totems for the minor league playoff crown.
■Those six clubs are all who remain after 
the round robin, series. In major league
action this week the Steelers dumped the 
Cubs 12-4, but the Cubs went through the 
losers bracket to meet the Steelers later and 
took home an easy 32-9 victory.
The Cubs lost out to the BraveS in quarter­
final action by a slim 5-2 margin. Elsewhere, 
Pender Island trimmed the Eagles 11-10, the
Braves pommeled the Lions 15-3 and the 
Aces clobbered the Steelers 17-9.
The Hawks kicked off this week’s minor 
league play with a 14-13 win over the 
Bombers. The Shrimps pulled off a pair of 
wins — a 13-4 decision over the Mets and an 
11-3 win over the Expos.
The Totems clipped the Giants 12-11, the 
Royals nipped the Spitfires 11-10 and the 
Expos outslugged the Dodgers 13-11. The 
Kings overran the Hawks 10-6 and the 
Royals fell to the Totems by a 17-15 score.
George Braithwaite presents championship trophy to Leanne Lawson of 
Shoreline Metal Craft following team's second consecutive championship of pee- 
wee division, girls softball, at Sanscha Park Sunday. Tom Cronk Photo
use Aids the 
Handicapped 
At the Blind Resource 
^Centre " iri Lesotho,’ 
Southern ' Africa, 1\ 
boys and girls are 
sponsored at $16 a' 
month under the use 
Foster Parent 
Program. The centre, 
administered by the 
Save the Children 
Fund, teaches 
children to overcome 
their handicap and use 
their special skills in a 
sighted world, use 
headquarters is 




LIMIT 2 CARTONS PER CUSTOMER (, '
SUPER SOlF TAVIST
Harvey
Full'ord Inn Salties 
cemented their grip on 
first place in Sidney 
Men’s Softball 
League this vyeek with 
two convincing win.s.
The Sallies blanked 
‘Prairie Inn 9-0 .Itinc 
22 before shutting 
down Hotel Sidney 8- 
0.1unc24. Meanwhile, 
lUtrvQy’s sluiloui 
Coast Projects 5-0 to 
gain It share of fourth 
spot.
All teams broke for 
the annual Sidney 
Days tournament 
which started 
Saturday and ends 
today (Wednesday), 
Heading into the 
hiatus, the Salties 
hold down top spot 
with 26 poini.s, 
followed by Hotel 
Sidney in second with 
20 points, and Coast 
Projects in third with 
16.
Panthers take
Peninsiilai I hint hers 
intermediate hoys 
fietrl hockry ehth 
captured its final two 
gtunc.s of Ihc season to 
pull Into sole 
po.sscssion of third 




Gordon Head Kings 
2-1 June 24 on goals 
by Gary I'lv.vrcnce 
and Andy Fisher.
Lawrence then 
scored a lint trick to 




A rejiivennt cd 
Harvey’s club is 
battling Prairie Inn 
for tlie fourth and last 
playoff spot. Both 
clubs have 12 points, 
though Prairie Inn has 
games in hand. 
Trnvelodge is six 
points back in sixth 
spot, followed by 
winless Arrow 
Painting in the cellar.
In .Sidney Day.s 
tournanieni action. 
Prairie Inn was the 
only team to go 
ilirotigh undefeated, 
'Ihey edged Fnlford 
Inn 5-4 in ilic best 
g,ame of the first tsvo 
^daysr
Salties played 
Harvey’s in one game 
Wednesday, while 
Coast I’rojeds met 
Hotel Sidney in (he 
other. The winners of 
tliosc two games then 
met to rietermine who 
would meet Prairie 
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A University of 
Victoria student has 
been given permission 
by Saanich school 
district to study a 
number of children in 
the district between 
the ages of three and 
eight.
The results of the 
study, which involve a 
series of short audio, 
motor and co­
ordination skills will 
be used to analyze 
development in the 
two hemispheres of 
the brain.
Parents of selected 
children will be asked 
permission to take 
part in the study 
which will be used for 
the UVic student’s 
doctorate theses.
Awards ceremony at Parkland
‘i -
z-
parniapacnoniT>« C«n«9Un {no««m«n| tw pvMTMl lltraM.
OMtimer celebrates
Mrs. J.S. Gib.son celebrated her 92nd 
birthday June 28 when a family gathering 
was held at her home at 719 Birch, North 
Saanich.
The Gibsons came to the peninsula from 
High River, Alberta, in 1913, moving to 
Birch Road in 1925 and operating a small 
dairy farm. Gibson was a section foreman on 
the BCE Interurban Railroad prior to his 
death a number of years ago.
Parkland school held its ninth annual 
awards ceremony June 12, recognizing many 
students who have been conspicuous in a 
variety of service, academic honours and 
citizenship areas in the life of the school.
The 1980-81 school year has been a hard­
working and fruitful year for the nearly 800 
students. At the awards ceremony, the spirit 
of Parkland Award was presented to Mike 
Russell by school trustee Mrs. Rubymay 
Parrott. Mike’s enthusiasm, cooperation, 
industry and achievement over the past four 
years have typified personal qualities ad­
mired by students and staff.
In the area of academic excellence, the 
outstanding humanities students in grades 11 
and 12, respectively, were Fiona Ring, and 
Diane Kok. Other strong students named to 
the Humanities Honour Roll for grades 11 
and 12 were Susan Wickstrom, Sharon 
Heath, Lisa Hoyt, Paul Rebitt, Brian 
Carmichael, lam Benson, Michele Penz, 
Jennifer Lindsay, Debbie Fricker and Alison 
Giles.
A new award for outstanding student 
combined academic recognizing superlative 
performance in both the humanities and the 
math science areas of school, went to Steve 
Rogak, grade 11 and Mike Bryant, grade 12.
MP Don Munro, was present at Friday’s 
ceremony to present his annual book award 
to Anna Johnson, a graduating senior who 
has already earned professional reputation in
POSTAL STRIKE
PLEASE NOTE!
In the event of a Postal Strike, subscribers to The Review may pick up 
their copy at our editorial office 9831 - 3rd St., Sidney.
In Brentwood at Brentwood Bay Pharmacy, 7181 W. Saanich Rd.
In Saanichton, at Mt. Newton Pharmacy in the Saanichton Plaza.
For those who purchase their copies at the news stands or- grocery 




district has given the 
green light to an adult 
crossing guard at the 
intersection of West 
Saanich and Wallace 
Drive during the 
month of September 
only.
The main duty of 
this guard would be to 
explain to kin­
dergarten students 
and grade one 
students the operation 
of the T. pedestrian 
coritfolleci light. ^
writing.
Outstanding math/science student in 
grade 11 was Brian Carmichael. Grade 12 
recipients of the math/science award were 
Ted Moes and Randy Gurton. Kevin 
Mostad, Paul McMillin, Diane Rapatz, Sue 
Plul, Jeff Wright, Brady Sheppard, Fiona 
Ring, Ian Ben.son and Bernie Struck were 
cited for their’ achievements, in the 
math/science honor roll.
Four grade ll’s distinguished themselves 
in the annual University of Waterloo math 
contest earlier this year, and were recognized 
at Friday^s, ceremony. Brian Carmichael, 
Randy Sheppard and Jeff Wright were 
exceptionally strong competitors in this 
continent-wide contest. The fourth young 
man, Steve Rogak, finished within the top .1 
percent of competitors in this contest, and 
received a special bronze medal for his 
performance.
Dr. R.O. Brinkhurst, Institute of Ocean 
Sciences presented the award which he 
annually makes to a top biology student at 
Parkland. This year, Linda Shaw, was the 
winner.
Top French awards went to Michele 
Benedictson and Robin Shelbourne in grade 
9; to Berna Welle and Michelle Benedictson 
in grade 10; to Helen Blacow in grade 11; 
and jointly to Vicki Clarke and Anne 
McKinnon in grade 12. Top junior German 
awards went to Berna Welle in grade 9 and to 
Fiona Ring in grade 10, while the top senior 
German award went to Judy Sharinger.
Promising a continuing strong academic 
tradition at Parkland were Alisa Horth in 
grade 9 and a threesome consisting of 
Michelle Benedictson, Lorelei Lew and 
Berna Welle in grade ’ 10, who were 
recognized as leading academic performers 
for their respective classes. The grade 9/10 
academic honor roll consisted of Denise 
Bicknell, Joan Johnston, Siobhan Doyle, 
Marie Wallace, Tiro Clarke, Carol Pendray, 
Sheila Massie, Kevin Tisserand, Zena 
Rogak, Allan Carmichael and Wendy Laing.
In Parkland’s technical and vocational 
subjects, outstanding achievement awards 
were presented to Mike Coles-Webb in Metal 
work; to Mike de Wandle in construction; to 
Ron McNeil in drafting and to Gary Bur­
nside in auto mechanics. The Brooks Award 
donated annually to the student showing the 
greatest promise and skill in the vocational 
area was won by Ernie Daniels. Named to 
the industrial education honour roll were 
Gary Blaine, Ted Hein, Scott Jacoby Tim 
Flanagan, Neil Pearce,Tan Benson an^ Steve 
/McLean. 4 ;;






WHY YOUR SAL£S 
ARE HIGH BUTYOUR 
PROFITS ARBI'T?
Your problem may lie in more than one area 
of business management including production 
planning, inventory controi, pricing and cash 
flow, If yciu don't have the time or the know-how to 
solve your problem by reviewing every aspect of 
your operation, get someone who does. CASE *
For a modest fee an experienced counsellor 
can provide you with sound, practical solutions 
to your business probierns and heip you to 
increase your profits,
it's our business to iieip your business-wtiy 
not call CASE lodayl
For information call: 388-0161 
J.A, Baines, Co-ordinator
Fodofiil Hunlnasa nnnquo (AdArnlo 
Dnvftlopninnl Onnk d« dAvnloppomnnt
Suzanne Melville and Danny Worrall as the 
outstanding foods students; to Trish Wallace 
and Carol Hyland as the outstanding textiles 
students; and to Betty McLaren and Lisa 
Smith as the outstanding family studies 
students. The community services honour 
roll consisted of Sheila Massie, Lisa Olson, 
Doug Garland, Alan Dewolfe, Sandra 
Warren, Lisa Hall, Rod Miller and Lawrence 
Van der Ploeg.
In the business education department, top 
typing students in grades 9, 10, 11,
respectively, were Berna Welle, Denise 
Feetham and Marie Wallace. The business 
education senior honour roll consisted of 
Nancy Duncan, Leanne Hale, Toni Warren 
and Christine Woods. Junior students on the 
business honour roll were Fiona Miller and 
TracyFido.
The fine arts department recognizes 
Lennie Olson as the outstanding music 
student of 1980-81, Sharon Heath was 
selected as the outstanding drama student, 
while Jacqui Prince was chosen as the 
outstanding dance student.
The Saanich Peninsula Art Group an­
nually recognizes talent and achievement in 
the graphic arts. This year Toni Carvalhal 
was the winner of the David Anderson 
Memorial Award in this field.
On the fine arts honour roll in drama and 
dance were Deneen Grant, Tracey Gurton 
and Jill Krop, the same girl who was chosen 
this year’s Victoria May Queen. The music 
honour roll consisted of Glenn Hallworth, 
Denise Feetham, Susan Prentice, Shelley 
Wood, Kevin Hyland.
The Ted Clarke Memorial Award for 
outstanding contribution as an athlete, 
sportsman and school citizen was won by 
Gillian Poole. Parkland’s former principal, 
Joseph W. Lott, was welcomed back to his 
“alma mater’’ to make this presentation.
Junior athletes recognized for their 
dedication and effort were Randy Millwater, 
Ron Norquay and Linda Martin, senior 
athletes were Gillian Poole, Nancy Duncan, 
Anne MacKinnon, Michele Williams, 
Heather Blythe, Paul Rebitt, Tim Chad and 
Brian Gosling.
Outstanding female athletes for the year 
were Linda Martin (junior) and Gilliam 
Poole (senior). Outstanding male athletesof 
the year were Randy Millwater (junior) and 
Tim Chad (senior).
The Saanich Teachers’ Association an­
nually recognizes achievement in sevffal
areas -pf;s:Parkland’s /aqaciemic life,^-^^|^^
awarded scholarships, in industrial 
education; Bryan Morrey in community 
services; Terry Peirce in business education; 
Sharon Heath in performing arts; and Will 
Lowen in graphic arts.
Outstanding citizenship, a valued award at 
Parkland were granted to several students in 
Friday’s ceremony. At the grade 9 level, Alex 
Forrester, Wendy Laing, Kelly Bailey and 
Guadalupe Cors (a student from Mexico) 
were special standouts. At the grade 10 level, 
Lynda Rothwell, Jackie Roughley, and 
Angie Cramper were thanked, grade 11, 
Betty McLaren, David Maude and Andreas 
Weichert were notable leaders, and grade 12, 
Anne MacKinnon, Gillian Poole, Christine 
Wonsiak and Lisa Hoyt were cited for their 
fine year-long efforts.
A special award for sustained, exemplary 
leadership and citizenship was presented to 
the student council president, Christine 
Wonsiak, by Tom Browne, school principal. 
Christine also ofncially relinquished her 
office by handing over the student council 




Janet Louise, only 
daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Stan Bamford, 
and Willis James, 
younger .son of Mr, 
and Mrs. “Bud''
Rooke, all of Sidney, 
were united in 
marriage June 13 by 
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Manning Press (604) 65r>0171
2471 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-643.3
yH2.«i ■ Streci,
I’.O. Hnr Sidni'y, 
hrilish Ci>liirnh),i
Attending the bride 
were Cierry (Mis. 
Lloyd) Rooke ns 
mat ron-of-honour,. 
and bridesmaids 
Glenda Moorby and 
I.c.sicy Staniiers. Brian 
Dixon was best man, 
ushers were the 
bride’s youngest 
brother, Jim Bamford 
and the groom’s 
brother, Lloyd 
Rooke,
Following I he 
wedding, another of 
the bride's brothers, 
Bruce Bamford, noted 
as mnslcr-of" 
ceremonies at a 
lecepiiuii heiU at the 
Glen Meadows Golf 
and Country Club.
After a lioiicymuon 
in tlie Okanagan, the 
couple are now 
making tlieir home in 
bidncy.
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Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) clubhouse located at 
2304 Oakville, is an activity 
centre for young people aged 13 - ‘ 
18 years. Most activities are free 
and everyone is welcome.
, Clubhouse hours are 6:30 - 10 
p.m. Monday to Thursday, 7-11 
p.m. Friday and Saturday, 1-5 
p.m. Sunday. Gym nights have 
been called for the summer. 
There will be baseball games at 
Deep Cove school 6-8 p.m. 
Thursday, games to continue as 
long as people are interested.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new 
to Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads centre offers class 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537.
Tennis ‘81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
for $13.
Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon 
Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
seven days a week through Sept. 
7.
Anyone for tennis? Players at 
all levels are welcome to join the 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
which meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Parkland school 
courts. Play is from 6:30 p.m. 
until dusk from now through 
September. Balls supplied, fee —- 
adults $10, students $5. For more 
information, call Jim Black at 
556-2885 or come to the courts 
my Tuesday or Thursday. 
Central Saanich Senior 
Stizens meet the first and third
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus meets at 7:45 p.m. 
Mondays at PALS, 9830 - 
5th Street Sidney. For more 
information call Margaret 
Chapeskie at 656-6392.
The Vancouver Island 
Regional Library presents The 
Saga of Bigfoot by the Canadian 
Folk Puppets at 2:30 p.m. July 8 
in Sidney elementary school. 
Admission free, suitable for all 
ages.
The La Leche League [Saanich 
Peninsula] plans its next monthly 
meeting at 8 p.m. July 2 at 10385 
Patricia Place, Sidney. 
Discussion: The Baby Arrives: 
The Family and the Breastfed 
Baby. For more information call 
658-5753, babies always 
welcome.
The Peninsula Women’s After 
Five Club meets for a strawberry 
tea 7 - 9 p.m. July 6 at the Lions 
Hall, East Saanich Road. For 
reservations call Janette at 652-
Special events at Panorama 
Leisure Centre include; July 25 - 
Panorama Pub Nite and dance, 
8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.; July 26 - 
Teen Roller Dance (the kick-off 
to Teen Recognition Week) 6:30- 
9p.m.
Parksville Pageant Days 
Parade takes place July 11. 
Parade entries from the Saanich 
Peninsula are being sought, call 
248-5771.
The Victoria Society of Artists 
presents an exhibition of framed 
paintings in oils, acrylics, 
watercolors and pastels July 6 - 
11 in Harbour Square Mall 
during shopping hours.
Victoria’s first annual Native 
Awareness Days will be held July
2 - 4 at Mayfair Mall. Crafts 
displays and sales, traditional 
dancing. For more information 
, call the Victoria Friendship 
Centre at 384-4642 or 384-4211.
If you are weight-wise come 
and join a friendly group from 
10-11 a.m. (TOPS) Monday 
morning at St. Paul’s Church, 
2410 Malaview. For more in­
formation call 656-2654 or 656- 
3851.
Do you think you have a legal 
problem and want to be sure you 
need a lawyer before actually 
paying for one? Or do you just 
want some legal questions an­
swered? Go in and talk to the 
staff at UVic’s Law Student’s 
Free Legal Information Clinics, 
open now until Aug. 27. The 
clinics are open Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 3-9 p.m. at First 
United Church Hall, room 112, 
Quadra and Balmoral, and 
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. at UVic Law School, Begbie 
Building, room 125. For more 








retires at the end of 
August after 11 years 
service at the school
with Saanich school 
district.
Staff presented, 






and a total of 20 years downrigger.
Sidiiey Toylaiiii
"Something for Everyone" 
CO^E tN AND 
EKPLORE FOR 






Windsor Park Art Club plans a 
display and sale of members’ 
paintings July 13-18 at Hillside 
Mall.
The July dinner meeting of the 
Victoria Legal Secretaries 
Association will be held July 14, 
cocktails 5 p.m., dinner 6 p.m., 
at the Ingraham-Rodeway Motel, 
2915 Douglas. Guest speaker:. 
Thomas Halbert, master and 
registrar of the Supreme Court of 
British Columbia. Call before 
July 9 for reservations (388- 
5421or 382-8067.
iStarts
Construction of the $3.5 million addition 
to Saanich Peninsula Hospital’s extended 
care facility has been delayed until January, 
hospital building committee chairman John. 
Reynolds said Thursday.
Reynolds told the hospital society’s annual 
general meeting the January start is four 
months later than planned.
Hospital adminstrator John Benham 
earlier had hoped for a July start on the 
project — which calls for 50 more extended 
care beds and another 25 beds in “shell’ 
■■form.-
; * Reynolds said the addition is now in the
working drawing stage, and should be 
finished by August. The drawings then go to 
the B.C. Hospitals Programs for approval 
before going to tender and finally con­
struction.
. However, that will mean a winter start-up, 
Reynolds noted, so the board will ask the 
government for permission to begin pre-site 
preparation this fall before the bad weather 
sets in. The project should take 18-24 
months to complete.
Reynolds added once work on the ex­
tended care addition has started the hospital 
will begin plans for ah acute care expansion.;
JAMES DUFFUS, aged 
17, a Grade 12 pupil at 
St. Michaels University 
School, has been award­
ed a scholarship, worth 
$6,400 over four years, 
to study Science and 
Engineering at Queen’s 
University in Kingston, 
Ontario. James, a 
polished debater and 
Captain of the SMU 
debating team, won the 
1981 WINIFRED SGOTF 
Bursary, awarded by 
the Debate and Speech 
Association of B.C., for 
his role in organizing the 
Newman-FISA Debat­
ing Tournament held 
recently at SMU. He has 
been active in drama 
and was a B.C. repre­
sentative at. the Com­
monwealth Society's 
Student Conference in 
Ottawa. A former pupil , 
of Glenlyon School, 
James has taken Ad­
vanced Placement (uni­
versity level) courses at 
SMU. (His French class, 
for instance ., uses a 
University of Victoria 
second-year text.) James 
is the son of Dr. and Mrs. 
John Duffus of Victoria. 






3400 Richmond Road 
VICTORIA. B.C. ^ 
V8P 4P5 * 592-2411 L
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAS F
STORE HOURS:—
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
imURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
I SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
'4 Prices Effective: 
MY 1, 2, 3 & 4
Morno of SUPER eeivir^o !
in Downtown Sidney 3y ^ 
Across from Sidney Hotel
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beautiful area and offering 
2462 sq. ft. bf comfortable 
living. With a self contained 
suite in the lower level this 
delightful home has much 
to offer. For more details 





2 B.R. TOWNHOUSE 
Completely furnished and 
offering 1150 sq. ft. of 
; living space. This well kept 
- home has L:R; & D;R:; 2 
;bathropms,; laundry.. area, V 
•Storage and glas doors lead 
to the private patio; Truly 
-an excellent buy and ideal 
as a starter or retirement 
■ home.' Give me a cali now 





DEAN park rancher 
3 B.R. L.R. formal dining 
room, family room, 2 
heatilator fireplaces, 
mirrored closets, built-ins 
and many extras. A fine 




For any of your
Real Estate needs . 






















Clean 2 bedroom home on 




3 bdrm. (master ensuite) 
full basement home. L 
shaped living room and 
dining room with floor to 
ceiling slate fireplace. 
Basement has family room 
with a brick fireplace and 
rec room is partially 
developed. Close to 
elementary school. MLS. 
Asking $109,500...
DUPLEX
No ;step duplex with 2 
bdrms each side. E.xtra 
insulation. Plumbing and 
wiring updated. Brand ne\v 
roof. Asking $116,000.00. :
: .RENOVATED ,
3 bedroom full basement 
home in Sidney on extra 
wide lot. Freshly decorated. 
New carpets, linq and new 
kitchen cupboards make 
this 7 year old home almost 
' like new;...;.;.;-' ■
TO : exchange; vWell-kept -brick 
homo'in BuHord, Ontario. (30 miles 




^ : Was $139,000 ; ;
NOW $127,000 FIRM
2 Bathrooms, 4 bedrooms; 
Sundeck off kitchen, office • 
space downstairs. Garage 
11'A' X19’. Well maintain­
ed, private backyard.
Call 477-5687, between 8 
p.m, & 9 p.m. for appoint­
ment to view.
Don't wait for low interest 
rate lor higher price!
WRITER SEEKS QUIET, inexpensive 
living space, rural, urbon. Have 




cottage in exchange for ground 
keeping. Reply to Box "B". c/o The 
Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L3S5. 3392-27
RESPONSIBLE hard working Christian 
lady would like accommodation. 
Whol do you hove? Leave name, 
number and message ot 595-5728.
3413-27
WORKING 17 year old girl needs 
room to rent, Good references. Ask 
for Rhode or leave message, 652- 
2/28.3410-26 
REQUIRE FURNISHED 2 bedroom 
dwelling for month of August, 
possibly September while home is 
being completed. Preferably In North 





SHORT ORDER COOK 
Also Part Time 
Waiters, Waitresses 
Apply in person. 
Sea Breeze Cafe, 
9776-4th St., Sidney
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Schuckmann. 65e-1990. 07B7-II
MOST PHASES of gardening and 
landscaping. Also garden design. 
Coll Charles Vautrin, 656-1595 offer 5 
P'"-tf
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035.
_______________ 37-11
RE-SHINGLING AND REPAIRS. Call 
Post Rooting, 656-6283 . 3 1 71-26
STUDENT WOULD LIKE lo do 
housowork, babysitling or yard 
work. Sidney area. Very responsible. 
656-4850. 26
ACCOUNTANT looking for position in 
Sidney, 10 years experience. Reply to 
Box “1", Tho Sidney Roviow, P.O. Box 
2070 Sidney, V8L 3SS. 3381.27
YOUNG WOMAN f^quires
housekeeping or gordening work. 
656-4392 offer 5 p.rn. 3382-26
LADY, 40, experienced recepflonisf, 
general office dufies, seeks porf lime 
posifion (up lo 6 hrs. doily). Rolioblo, 
orgonized, well groomed, sense of 
humour. Reply fo Box "H". The Sidney 
Review, P.O. 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5. 
3378-26
CASE 5806 BACKHOE now ovoilobte 
wilh 4 in 1, exlendod bockhoe. back­
filling, difehes, small free removal, 
olc. No job foo small. 727-2584 . 3385- 
26
WELDER WITH 5 YEARS experience in 
fobricQlion, heavy equipmonf 
repairs, D.P.W. f/3 and 2, seeks full or 







.Ltliil Bnicc 65(1-61.51 
(HxllII-.V VVuIIh 656-4891 
Wc'll cover il all. .for voiif
SALVADOR
AGENCIES




^ belli‘.tqiiu!, livinn room, 
(limiig room, kiiclum ami 
l.(uiu|r> all lilt oHc fluoi. .1 
slinrt Ihocks from khop- 
ping, $1 IS,IX)0,
■ LOT , "
V:.' iiL'ie on Sah Spring
(iitntfl. "ir iVfT''
FOUUFNT
.'i Bedroom duplex in
^ .Siduey..
ii.ii tU idtkirti 656-22S7
AT SHUSWAP LAKE LARGE NEW 
HOUSE, Jaccuzl Both, comblnotion 
wood and oil lurnoco, Coldroom, 
Plonllorlum, Pro-Poolloblo, Live 
Crook. Mony moio extras. By owner 
phone 112-9S5-6164. na-26
CRACIoi/S OLdTsTATE HOME wihi
vlow of Vancouver Harbour, 
Tastefully rnslarod with modern 
omonltlos. Three to foiir bixfrooms 
on suite, largo sparlous rooms and 
hall, largo level lot for garden on 
Ihuslosls, For enquiries phono 112. 
980-0505.  no-26
OABRIoTa island OEAUTirUL 6.C,
CuH Islnna only 20 mliiulos tium
Nanoltno, Deachltonl lots ($90,000.00 
to $145,000.00), View properties 
$56,000,00 lo $169,000.00. Excellent 
view of hotbouri 3 hedrexjm home, 
2'/) acres of privacy, fruit trees, only 
500 feel lo Silvo . Ray $169,000 00. 
Call colinci days 10:00 a,m, to 4:00 
p.m. Nell Work 112.247-11185, 
Oobrlolo Really (Id, nn 26
Muis apartment'tntVd^^^^
llnoriclng $4119,000,00, 3/4 mile heed 
deeded lake (lonl |3:,l (uiot,, 
$125,000,00, Lucky Dolltir' Sloie, 
$88,500 00 KInsson Heal I stole, 
I’l luce Albeit, Soskuicbevvmi, I'bnne 
(:I06) 7 64.6660. mi 26
HIOH INURESTt BriRiNO JORT 
RI$INO RENT? Move In Cenitnl It C 3 
tiodroom log bumu on i.bijite feiHod 
, ucros, Dilllod well, nxil cellai, slant* 
fireplace,' carpeted, Einpinymord 
tipportunlly. flsbint], tiurilino, soiling, 
elr, lorini |,mtsihl« $65,000,00, 
I'bone I I2.9M:2004, na 26
tAROi"~iOT'"'iei4'Ki60.. ln"ci'eslrjn..
lipncluiis twit b«di’iK>m living 
fiuiirlni?,. 2 liU'iplm,eii, Plus linen Mill 
ceninlnod npurtmimls, Eiuli tines, 
Ibroe stall garage, Commeriinlly 
ii.mnd $110,000.00, Phone 112.428. 
»93 ,nr|.26
WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Altorationist. Abie to handle all 
materials including delicote sheers. 
Apply in person lo The Holly Tree, 
2354 Beacon Ave. 656-5212 . 3408-26
MATURE .BABYSITTER required, our 
home, 656-3250. : 3405-26
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPERrequired. 
Able to keep complete set ol books, 
including payroll, ’ accounts 
receivable and payable, etc. 656- 
4668, • 3409-26
RIDE NEEDED July 27 into Victoria to 
Tillicum and Burnside by 7:45 o.m. 
Return 4:15 p.m. Will shore costs or 
poy for gas. Phone 656-6578 
evenings. 3401-26:
BERRY PICKERS NEEDED. Coll Canada 
Form - Labour Pool Monday - Friday. 
382-4274, v 3399-26
E X P E RIE N C E D P A R T - T1M E 
Teller/Typist,' ; required.. Coll Mrs.
■ Steel, 656-1170. - / ' ; 3396-26
DIRECT SALES PEOPLE needed to sell 
high quality.'gos and diesel additive, '
. guaranteed ■ 'to increase'. mileage: : / 
(Excellent pVosfiects, Johathdni 'dSB-:: 
;;i 184);; ■;■;'yt;3395-26., 
AAATURE SITTER wanted for. 7 and: 9': ■ 
year old boys. July and August, Lands 
End and West Saanich Road area. 
'^^S848 ofter,6 pirn; -: . ' 3386:26 :
POLICE CONSTABLES; Applications : 
ore invited for the position of Police 
Constable with the West Vancouver 
Municipal .Police Department. 
Applications must moet the ston- 
dords and requirements set out in tho 
B.C. Police Act. Preference will be 
given lo experienced police officers. 
Salary will commensurate with' 
qualifications. Forword Rosume to: 
Tho Chief Constable, West Vancouver 
Pollco Department. 3330 Marino, 
Drive. West Voncouvor, B.C. V7T 1B5, 
na-26
RESIDENT/MANAGER
For riinaller apatlmtint on quiet Goroii Inlel |I 
BR), Semi or relirod hondable couple wilh c.ir 
may apply only. Handyman a MUST. Nol lull 
time job, Send resume lo Box "F", The 
Sidney Review, P.O Bo* 207U, Sidney. V8l. 
3S5 or phono 477-5894. (3281-261
ACCOUNTANTS C.G.A.'S, C.A.'S,
R.LA.'S, ond sludonis. Corner 
positions ovoiltiblo. Rosumos 
rocolvotl In confldoMCo. Thompson 
Okanogan Personnel Services, 177 
Victoria Slrool,- Kamloops, B.C, V2B
IZ4. Phono 1 12 372-1244^____
NON-PROfTt'......SOCIETY ~ MENTAL
HEALTH BOARDING HOME, Housing 
sovon adults rnquIrnsMafl. Salory 
$18,000,00 - $21,000,00, com-
monsuroto wilh exporlonco, 
qunlificntions. Apply W.L.J C.S. 668 
Pigeon Avnnun. Williams lako, B.C,. 
V2C. 2BI.   na-26;‘,
T7v,”TECHNiaAN“’lEQUIRED''"iM.
MEDIATELY lor House calls as well as 
llonth work, linlaiy luigoliahln 
itepnmfing on experience. Apply lo 
Some Day T.V. 8915 Young Sltool 
!•.ou|h, Chilliwack, TI.C, V2P 4P7, 
I’lmne 112 2W305:i nn 26
, Tmeiss
'73 VEGA. Good motor and drive 
troln. Good gas mileage. S600 firm. 
656-7935. 26
1966 MERC COLONY PARK WAGON, 
P.S., P.B.. one owner since 1967. 
Good rubber, good running order. 
Ideal for work or pleasure. 656-4457. 
3388-26
‘74 TOYOTA CORONA, automatic, 
excellent condition. 40,0CX), miles. 
Offers to $3,900, 656-4B5S. 26
$2,400. Toyota 76 Corolla. Low 
mileage, 2-door. 4<-speed. Snow tires. 
Excellent condition; 656-3191. 3402-
26
RARE AUTOMOBILE 1971 "Boss 351“ 
MUSTANG. All body metal, new; 
beautiful black lacquer. $12,000 
invested. Sacrifice at S8.900.00. Write 
P.O. Box 2661, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 




LEAVING TOWN! Must sell beautiful 
burgundy velvet 7’ sofa and choir. 7 
months old. Paid S2,000 asking 
$1,300. Must be seen! 652-2052 to 
viev/. 27
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 SI.50: ’/a" plote. Si .75. Bronze 
tint. 24 or. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00. Works 
nt 9750 - 4th St. Sidney. Open Mon. • 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.rn., Saturday 8 o.m. • 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656- 
6656. . ■ tf
FIREWOODS cut to order. Cedar 
posts, ond roils. Select tree falling. 
656-42jI£;3258-H
30” WHITE MOFFAT stove, oxcolloni 
condition, S250. 656-1837. 3390-26
START YOUR OWN lucrative business 
selling a high quality gas and diesel 
supplement guoronteod to increase 
mileoge. Coll Jonothon, 658-1184. 
3394-26
sIdNEY NEARLY NEW, old and
tiques. 9701 - 2nd Ave. Sidney. B.C. 
656-3511 - Stan Larsen. 30
V^^ON WHEELS. sanded, pain
In good condition. 20 ore 42“ 
diameter; 21 ore 40" diameter. 
Offers. 592-9422. 3393-26
DEEPROCK WELL drilling outfit. $600. 
474-2924. after 6 p.m. * 3415-26
RIDING LAWNMOWER, 5 h7p. 25 inch.
As new with gross catcher. $455. 656 • 
2324.3416-26 
SINGLE SIMMONS mattress, 6 ms. 
old, $30; black mesh fireplace 
screen. $10; French door, 32”. $100; 
pair stereo speakers with wiring, 
$30; Rock Maple Captains choir, $30; 
2 pair ladies ice skates, good con­
dition and 1 poir child's roller skates. 
656-0265. 3416-26
CLEAN APARTMENT FRIDGES 
MATCHING 24 INCH ELECTRIC 
RANGES. Ideal for cabins, suites or 
motels. Rebuilt, guaranteed from 
$99,00. Edmonds Appliance Centre, 
7832 Edmonds Street, .Burnaby, B.C. 
V3N 1B8. Phone 112-525-0244. no-26
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS! 
lowest prices anywhere on double 
glozed wood windows. Walker Door: 
Voncouver 266-1101, North Van­
couver. 1 12-985-9714, Richmond 112- 




ARROW FIBREGLASS camper shell. , 
Like new. Best/ offer. 656--4196 
evenings. 3403*26
TO RENT. 16 ft. self contained trailer,; 
sleeps 5. $125 weekly. 656-3226days: 
656-2358 evenings. 3240-26
Mobile Homes
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobilo 
homes located in parks on pads. 
Listings and Soles, Wo welcome all 
enquiries. Listings wanted. Wheel 
Estate, Phono collect. Lower 
Mainland Division, 136'17-lOOfh 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T IH9. 112- 
585.3622; Komloops Division. 90-180 
Seymour Slroel, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
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lilDHl!Y l*ROFr$SIONAl hulldlni) 
i4ht« spnrn lor lent. H«n»onfibl«, 
suit mwlirni, oti'ounlenl, Iriwyet, Mt, 
PlmisB roll 6Mt 14.168, :12«4 26
COTTAOe IN RUWAI IIDNeV lor Inly,
nt.I.f iii-jqle wtio i.y.,.q
ond timpiB living, $2$0(iMt mp Ri.|iiy 
to Box ’C" C O the SUinny Re.inw, 
P (Iox2070, Milnuy: VWl/ISSi 3419.
n«0(l«d to ihoto n»w tulle lo hnui*, 
AvoilohlB lmw»timl#ly. Pfirking, 
wo»h»r, «mldry«r. 652-5813 ,140? 26
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IXCdllNT HAHCH T»UCk”'"'Whii. 
Woiloftt 51(11, now mnior, tompl.l. 
Vvilh 24 loot ilntk btix, pup tmtlflf
n'-ni ii(.r nnrt "(,n/eftfvr





3 Room gioups. bachelor suites, individual 






9773 ■ 5th St, Sidney 
656-5541 ■
ONE 5-UNIT OFFICE COMPLEX
-compilsed ol three 10' x 52’ modules (Fablec 
1971)
■Iwo 10' X 52' modules (Artisan 1977)
ONE 4-UNIT OFFICE/STOCKROOM COMPLEX 
-comprised ol three tO' x 52' modules; 10' x 
32' module (Lambilt approximate age 1970) 
-one 10' X 20' "Joey Shed"
ONE FREE STANDING 10' x 40' OFFICE (Ar­
tisan 1975)
ONE FREE STANDING 10' X 32' MOBILE OF- 
. FICE (Atco 1971)
These relocatable ollice buildings may be 
viewed by appointment only al 5975 Rupert 
Street, Port Hardy, B.C. by conlacting the 
undersigned. Terms ol sale will be: as is - 
where is, F,0,8. Port Hardy, B.C. Possession 
date lo be determined by Ihe owner. Sealed 
bids clearly tnarked relocatable ollice 
buildings will be received by Ihe undersigned 
up 10 4:00 p.m. local time July tbth, 1901 
The lowest oi any lender not necessarily ac­
cepted. (Phone l12'-949-6618). Mr, E, 
Michael, District Soperinlendeni ol 
Maintenance. School district 485 (Vancouver 











JIM REID BUYS MILITARY MEDALS. 
badges; ; UNIFORMS, SWORDS. 
Bayonets: old postcards, jugs, pit­
chers with advertising,on, R.C.M.P., 
Hudson’s Bay, T. Eaton memorabilia, 
j Write me -with phone number, ! will 
coll you: Thanks/ P.O. . Box 1525, 
;/;^Victoria,, B.C/ VOw 2X7/; Phone/385- 
9114/ , ; na-26
WORK WANTED/ FOR: 1 Drott 40- 
Feller Buncher, 1 W36 with forks or 4 
yard bucket, Anywhere. Phone 112- 
847-3057 or 112*694-3595. no-26
/;;F®fS/^aeL
.livestock:
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER 
SPANIELS Liver and White. Sire and 
Dam Imported from Uniled Kingdom. 
Excellent bird dogs: on pots. Many 
liold trial cltarnpions in Pedigree. 
Phono 112-S93-4387. na-26
B.C. DRAFT HORSE SPECTACtJuTR
JULY 24 - 26. Porchorons,
Clydosdoles. Belgians, competing in 
pulling and hitch competition, Bring 
your kids and comeros to Clovordola 
Fairgrounds, Surrey, B.C. na.26
;;/.'Musical' :
Imtructidiii
7174A Woat Snnnlch Hd. 
Orctntwood Dfty, B.C. 
652-4S12
! I'Gfl! !ht !.!-.■ I'V L, , , -.1,.^,..,,
liicilily IfiMriirlton in tii.vin, Offi.in, i)iiil;if .mt) 
acGoraiiin L«nn Copnland Music Cfintro, sth
PIANO ATTD guitar USSONfi 
avoilnblo lornily ot PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (forinnrly Tho l.-nqlK.h Muttic 
Studio). For uniqua Uuirnlng ox- 
pnfjnnco, nitl Oil nr Alistor at 656- 
V'M2nr AV. 4;:i9. tf
ATCO MOBILE CAMP with 10 in- 
dividuol rooms, showers, washroom, 
and toilet. Ideol for work comp, 
youth camp, church camps, etc. Size 
30 X 50 in 3-10 x 50 sections. Will 
accept late model pickup, travel 
troiler, or equipment on Trade. Coll.C 
& B Services Ltd. Terrace 112-635- 
6174. Oeoler Licence 5731. na-26 .
START YOUR OWN lucrative business 
selling a high-quality gas and diesel 
additive, guaranteed to increase 
mileage. Coll Jonathan, 658-1184. 
3393-2 6
GOLd728 CLAIMS ON PRODUCING
CREEK. Sell one or all. Form and 
Machinery, 240 acre doeded, 1,000 
acre lease' in the Yukon. Marlin 
McNeil, Dawson City, Yukon 
Territory. YOB 1 GO. na*26
NEW SECOND HAND sToRE AT
SHUSV/AP LAKE on 3/4 acre will sell 
or lease. Will hold.paper. Build your 
own wharf but front. Offers phone 
112-955-6164. ■ ; na-26;
SURREY COIN LAUNDRY. 24 washers-!
,12 dryers; busy location, easy to 
manage, oskihg '$39;0007^ Cd'nsideT-’T' 
Real Estate trade. Reply Box 183. c/o - 
1004*207 West /Hastings Street,/ 
Vancouver, B.C. .V6B1H7.. /;na-26
WELL ICNOWN LANDMAR^ot: Mile
235; Alaska Highway Service Station, 
licensod restouront,: 19 unit 
bunkhouse, . etc,,. . grossing - over 
$350,000.00. Hardware store 
grossing over $900,000. central 
locotion, favouroble lease price 
. $105,000.00 and stock, Cornercial 
residential concrete building In 
Centro of town.: 5 stores, 4, units, 
favourable terms selling under 
replacoment volue at $325,000.00. 
Printing business • the only one north 
of Fori St. John, and south of 
Whilohorse. prko Includes all 
equipment and is ready for Im- 
modiole sole $45,000.00. firm. Fort 
Nelson REolty, Box 873, Fort Nelson, 
B.C.VDC IRO. Phono 112-774-6131. 
n 0 -36
HARE ~OPPORTUNITY. w"oTl
QRtablishod business. Antiques. 
Pawnshop, Coins, Guns. Musical 
Instruments and rnoro. Located 
Sunshine Coast, Powell Rlvor. B.C. 
One block from water. Good 
• locotion, groat loose. Will troln. Price 
nogotloblo. Phono 112-405-4322days, 
112-4113-9505 or 1 12-407-4353 
o'^nlngs. no-26
GUITAR LESSONS ON CASSETTE 
TAPE,: Finger Picking, Country, 
Rhythm. Rock Leorf. $10 each (money 
ordof), Mail to GIT, NOW, c/o 3-39 
Second Avenue; Chilliwock, B.C, V2P 
'S6, __ na’26
bUy Ttiisi HTGMLY""'rRo7lTAirE 
DCIICATESSEN, Sales one quarter 
inilllon dollors. Quality equipment, 
hstahiWhed len yeora, Terrific 
tarnllon i<- Cnurlonoy 
Excellent Itusband, wife operation. 
Prifod under $200,000.00. Cell 
coIUhI: Clift Regehr/Block Bros. 449( 
5th Slroel, Courtonoy, B.C; V9N 1J7. 
Phono 112 334 3111 gi 112-a3lt 169!. 
ircj '46
LADIES! Do you enjoy singing? It so, why not 
join us on Monday evenings, 7:45 p.m. 
P.A.L.S., 9830 - 5lh St.. Sidney. No audi­
tions, not necessary to read music. Contact 
Margaret Chapeskie, 656-6392 or Ann ilott, 
656-4054 for further inlormalion. tf
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a warm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Resthaven or coll us at 656- 
5537. jrf
IF YOU ARE weight-wise, come and 
join a friendly group from 10 o.m. to 
n o.m. (T.O.P.S.) Monday morning 
Qt St. Pauls Church, 2410 Malaview 
Ave. Sidney. Info. 656-2654 or 656- 
3851.. ^6
SECOND SUMMER DANCE 
WORKSHOP sponsored by YM-YWCA, 
July 6 & 8 from 8:15-9:45 p.m. in the 
Y‘s Donee Studio. Lundo Raino will 
lead in Modern Dance. Info. 386- 
7511. ' . 26
CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP meets 
Tuesday, July 14 7:30 p.m. Royal 
Jubilee Hospital. Board Room 
Memorial Pavilion. Topic: Parents 
share their recent co-operative 
cesarean ; experiences. , . Guests 
Heather Horne and Dobbie'Rhodes, 
info. 479-6837. ; 26
WINNtRS of the; knitted ofghdn 
?:raff!ed at Soontcfi Peninsula Hospital 
on June 17. 1981 were Mr/& Mrs. J. 






WE WISH TO EXPRESS our thanks antJ 
appreciation to all our dear friends 
and relatives for their help and 
sympathy during the loss of our 
beloved husband (Brownie), father, 
grandfather and brother. 'To Doreen 
Chapman Director of Nursing ond her 
wonderful nursing stoff at the 
Soonich Peninsula Hospital, 
especially those in Unit 6, for their 
sympothetic and loving core, to 
Hospital Adminisfrotor John Benham 
and his staff for their considorotion- 
to Father Mallns and Padre "Bob' 
Sonsom who gave us loving support 
ond strength - to the members of the 
Soonich Peninsula Hospitol Board of 
Trusloes and tho hospitol Auxiliary - 
to the Board of tho Mt. Newton Adult 
Day Centro - to Branch #37 of the 
Royal Conadian Legion ond Auxiliary 
• to the Friends of tho Library and all 
others who expressed sympathy in so 
mony ways. To Dr. Moffoot, friend 
and physicion who has always been a 
source of strength. • Nell Horth and 
family. 26
would like to take this opportunity to 
thank oil their friends, hospital staff, 
doctors, health nurses and a big 
Thank You for Molly Lond and Elsa for 
arranging drivers and a baby sitter, 





English-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr— 656-; 
6042 evenings. ’ , tf
dTsTRIBUTORS WANTED to sell a,
new. exciting line of quality wooden 
souvenirs. High profit items/ 
Protected territories. Low Investment 
required. Contact B & C Souvenirs,- 




COAAMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE; 
(formerly Soonich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for; 
the family, individuol, marriage and 
- family counselling. 656-1247. 98I3-’ 
Fifth Street, Sidney. tf.
'■ ■' / HAIRCOTS/- /
;;Mo(jern wash :and;W8ar perms/ 
^ at; i971, p('ices. Professionally/ 





KEAN. On June 26, 1981. David Johf C, 
. beloved husband of Violet Kean;(;j 
Sidney, in his 80th year. Survived by 7 
sons, Rev, Heber, Sockville, N.B, oiif 
Donald, Burnaby. 7 grandchildren*) 
sisters. Mr. Kean belonged to tL 
Masonic Order in Now Brunswic-' 
Memorial Service was held in SIdnt., 
Cremation. In lieu of flows, 
doriolions to the B.C. Heort Fid, 
would be opprociolod. Arrangom«« 
through Memorial Services of B.C* 
First Memorial Services Ltd. '6
ONE]^WAY
You ciin pinco your closKiiiod act in 74 novrttpnpora throuohoui B C
anrtlho Yukon Circulation 350,000
t9'7S CAIGLAU wlili 197'/ 115 Ilf’ 
Mote, full (itnvoi top, slitopiir sonu, 
(lopih kounriiir nml TOm|>rtK», CZ lond 
i(;nllnr 3flt iUIO'J, 341/.'Jo
NiEw”HQ^ATf'¥lOw"ai$T;/2"//
niumlnum suit btmi $1,495,00, 12 („nf 
I'lnnitiir douhlii iiull, $449 00. 700 
|Kiund huul (rciiliii, $419.f,i0, Box 








lost, snioll gold lorlitd. with inlilnls 
"1,0 L." Sidnny'qion, rtiwrud, 656
____ ........3ayil;36
, 10$/...JUNF.., 2Tm)/’’/4ufir’’ /rtiiVrtldi
I'muniulu Ho«|iiiul, smnli wlulw rnnlu 
Moliniio rli,i[), No (lonloll, Sndly 
iniSiuri. Htfwuid, 65'2’2325, 3414"'J6
I.OSTi Snirill rjold ourind sol with 
wmorcild slant), Munrlny niound 
Uotitnii Av«. Koopinko, rov/rirtl 656' 
i662,^_ „ " ,, ..
FOUND, Skyinik Lnnonuin binrk (Ol 
with wlilln noso, i;h(>*l ni'id pows 




253i OAKVIllF,, Oft Fimt Slrool. 
I'(i(|(iy,: July .'I in Sriturdny, July 11,9 









ll'l/if sitavi/biMiio'Kt Y Ant)
lllty tiYfliUlild. Ild'll'ilUiij:!. fltll/Jtii'il ,
Oji'.krti'i, hrmt) pitH'iU Opun fitiiW. H ■ l' 
(in,
hOA Wallon Plscfi 
otlOIMIHd 
658-5888
nAIC#l»ll|||$, No «prny, |t,V5 Ih. 
Onfwt!, (It nSil l'.(2Ci LI fi'ik ilttiiijuly 







(oxcopt Lining & Iritfsiiacingl
L AK««tlor Singer Sewing MHchines
FINE FABRICS
2405 Beacon Ave. 656 5S31
YOUR AD
IN 74 NEWSPAPERS
Call our classilied department to send your ad to all 74 papers in the 
B.C, S Yukon Community Newspaper Association.
Wednesday, July 1, 1981 THE REVIEW
rr
25 WORDS $99
THE REVIEW Ph. 656-1151







I hal s right, just I'all
654-1151
today and our ativrrtisiiig ropro- 
sontativr will iiittoduct' you to tin 
largest market|)lu«> in this area.
D
o~
"HE THINKS YOU'RE A RELATRtir
#e$ Pop
BIRDS - AQUARIUMS— SMALL AUlMALb 
TROPICAL FISH - PET SURPLUS 
Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 9:30 - 5:3V 
Friday 9:30 ■ 8
656-3314
Beacon Plaza, 2337 Beacon Avoniio, Sitlviy
Biag!BW.WI«»lBM8!M!HiKBWiiea)W^
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIEll 
AD THIS WEEK
Use this form to send your ad to
Regular 20 words for ’3®' 









































9807 - 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Window*. Moor.'i C-.oituT*, 
Mt^mus ft OKicc.'i 
Guilt'i Cl(!flnlnt|
FREE ESTIMATES
G56-2423 , fjv(»iin()5 orily
jPry*"r^.^' cy.'
Mrtiiitmiil wrirtln 4 fOT
Name ........ ..... .... ........ ................ ....
Address _ _...... ........ ....... ....v
Phono.:............. ...... .............,,,
Mail lo iho Sidney Rovlew
P,0. Box 2070, Sldnoy VOL 3S5 










i;''-, Id plncfi y(.TUf
pW-.ftiliml j'4 irr 74 ndwitpitiKii ft 



























■'From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"





For your electrical conslruclion, addi-j 






Goi’crnrnfni crrf(/7t*<i {(’(‘h/if* 
c(«n iiHf/i 35 )/r?nrs CA'prrlf.’nre 









Rewirini), nleclrjr, heflllrtfj tr- 
npplirtnec connetTions,




lii.lihtii.il • R(".|i!i'nii,il 
I 'nmiiU'fiTiil \L'irir(i; 









JVr FI 0€m TILL
. iU'li'Ml.v . 
M'Ttllli'' SlDi'.Fin.iHi



















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




o BACKIlOEl WOttK 
o CA T IVORIC.
9 TKIICKIN'C;















Trucking, Excavr3ting and 
Backhoc work.
S56 Downey Road 





I& Tractor Service Ltd.




• blade work 
„ • Ud-ilholes .




Hftidv.iiinii, ii’viillino, l.intl(it.,\pti 
OiDl'i.ifalifi'i Fumi rue lo.iridr
6S6-6573
Onckhoo Work, Truckinfl








1 •■' ‘-iiing, 













‘Lawns, feed or sod 
‘Cement work 
‘Fencing





Kesidential. Coimneivial and 
(loll (!oij|-se C'onstructiDn.








Rebuildingexliausi .systems. Tor ple­









V Fsclory Authorlrerl Sorvl-Centro 
SeVINRUDE ft JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 


























The Sitka Mast 
& Spar Go.
CUSTOM
V A . WOODtN
' VOv masts &
SPARS





o 22 years plumbing 
exper ience in B.C.
« S])ecial rales for 
pensioner's 
e New lirrmes 












I'or all your roulini’ needs, 
Shake!,, Sh^nl^le,^, Tar 










Service Residential - Refrigeration .




ice nnll do llicw nil."







Beri Morrey work, chimneys, boilers, oil 
stoves.
Licensed Plumber Residential - Commercial






10410 ALL BAY RD. 1 KEVIN CURRAN
SIDNEY Carpenter & Joiner
Phone 656-1580 Quality Work - Frau Estimalos Finishing Carpentry, Renovations,




Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
Chainsaws, Motorcyclos, etc.
: Tuno-Ups
10134 McDonald Paih Rd.
Sidney ^
^ SIDNEY s 
PLUMBING 
: : 656-2761' :
New Construction. Renovations, 
Repair Work
9883 • 7lh Street
Licensed Plumhors
Bill Jones Randy Palmer
J?
i.B. SHEET METAllTD.:
6485 OLDFIELD RD.V R.R; #3 
VICTORIA, B.C , vox 3Xi
■RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 
•Heat Pumps "Air Conditioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 








Marittit. Auto A Safaiy Clan 





10114 (McDonald Pnrk Rd.------------------ J
Unlio
Don’t bo dlsrippoinlod!.,, 











7177 W. Saanich 14
.--/sT^ltd./
J, luiia McBonald P«rk Rd.
■' Makofa of (bo 






'You aon't hov© 
anything If you 
don't havo 
your hoalth J 
It'struo. cp
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Using acute care beds for long term care 
patients cost Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
nearly $250,000 last year, hospital ad­
ministrator John Benham said in his report 
to the annual general meeting Thursday.
“Income from in-patients in acute care 
beds was reduced by some $244,006 due to 
an average of six acute care beds being 
occupied by long term care patients,” 
Benham reported.
“This amount represented the different 
between the long term care daily rate ($56) 
and acute care daily rate ($167.60).”
Benham said the hospital is waiting for the 
B,C. Hospital Programs to forward a year- 
end adjustment to cover the deficit. He 
added the deficit was beyond the hospital’s 
control, noting similar situations exist at 
both Royal Jubilee and Victoria General 
hospitals where acute care beds are being 
used for long term care patients.
Elsewhere in his report, Benham said total 
hospital expenditures jumped nearly 25 per 
cent over the same period a year ago, while 
income increased just 20 per cent.
“Apart from the inflationary increase that 
accrued throughout the year, the major
Hospital ups services
impact was the significant increase paid in 
salaries and employee benefits.”
Benham said salaries went up 23 per cent 
and employee benefits 36 per cent — the last 
because the hospital now pays 100 per cent 
of the medical, dental, extended health plans 
and group life insurance.
In other news:
® Both board chairman Claude Butler and 
medical staff president Dr. Fred Doerffer 
had glowing reports of new administrator 
John Benham. Butler said Benham’s changes 
in accounting and other minor ad­
ministrative adjustments have improved 
staff morale and confidence in management.
Doerffer said co-ordination of nursing 
services between emergency and operating 
room staff will mean the operating room can 
remain open this summer for the first time 
since the hospital became functional.
In the past the operating room closed after
John Benham 
. . .praised
hours in the summer, and emergency 
patients were sent to the two Victoria 
hospitals.
« Saanich Peninsula Hospital is nearing an 
agreement which will see a part-time 
pathologist on duty there. Under an 
arrangement with Duncan hospital and Lady 
Minto Hospital on Salt Spring a pathologist 
will be appointed.
® Doerffer said the obstetrics unit is 
improving. The hospital is in the process of 
obtaining a fetal heart monitor and has 
planned improvements to nursery facilities. 
A nursing supervisor has also just been hired 
for this area.
• Doerffer noted the emergency service is 
now open 24-hours daily and doctors 
provide emergency care on a rotational 
basis.
• To improve medical care in the extended 
care facilities, the medical staff is in the 
process of appointing a consultant doctor to 
that unit.
® Peninsula residents can now ride the 
regional transit system straight to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. The buses use the 
hospital parking lot to turn around.
Butler said the Capital Regional District 
first wanted to use land between the hospital 
and Mount Newton Cross Road for the 
transit turnaround. However, the board 
rejected the idea, noting the scheme would 
have consumed valuable future expansion 
property.
• The hospital auxiliary had an extremely 
successful year, raising more than $45,000 
for the hospital, which was used to purchase 
operating room lights, folding chairs, 
furnishing for the patient’s lounge, a blood 
bank refrigerator and a cardiac monitor.
As well, the auxiliary recorded almost 
20,000 volunteer hours this year — 40 per 
cent more than last year.
SiH^EY MEkl f^AMET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535













e lnterek compounded quarterly to improve
v''■■yield.■■ '■,■■;'
• Rate reviewed monthly:
• Interest calculated on your lowest monthly 
balance.
• 24 hour access with Automated Teller Machines.
Deposits made up to July 4th backdated to the 1 st. 
You'll get a full months interest.
sotifikli pmiiisolci 
sciwiings m4lt onion
Automated Tellers are now located al our Sidney and 
Shelbourne branches and will soon be in service al our 
Royal Oak branch.












WITH A MIND 
(■OR
DELICIOUS RESULTS!
mcH wm pmts s mi
NE 7920c Rog.QOfi 95 NOW 
NE 7720c Reg, 679,95 NOW 













Parrott was elected to 
a second one-year 
term as president of 
the Canadian School 
Trustees Association 
at the organization’s 
40th annual general 
meeting June 19 in 
Calgary.
Parrott is the first 
CSTA president to be 
returned for a second 
term.
More than 1,500 
school trustees from 
across Canada at­
tended the annual 
meeting and fourth 
educational congress. 
Conservative MP and 
form e T f inarice 
minister John Crosbie 
was keynote speaker, 
but highlight ofy the 
congress was y the ^ 
debate between 
former federal NDP 
leader Tommy 




Parrott said the 
CSTA will continue to 
work to improve 
Canadian content and 
Canadian teaching 
materials in Canadian 
schools. “As a 
country we should be 
able to do a heckuva 
lot better,” she said.
She added the 
group will also focus 
on making the 
provincial govern­
ments accountable for 
the money they 
receive from Ottawa 
for school programs.
Kii Klux Han 
claims *^€1011’
® O ® 1m Sidney
The Ku Klux Klan claims to have 
established a “den” in Sidney, according to 
information in the McAlpine report on Klan 
activities in B.C.
The report was prepared by Vancouver 
lawyer John D. McAlpine and outlines the 
history of the KKK in B.C. It also records 
results of interviews with three clan 
organizers from the Lower Mainland.
One organizer, David Cook, told 
McAlpine there are 14 dens in B.C., in­
cluding one in Sidney and another in Vic­
toria. Each den comprises “four to 10 Klan 
members.” No further information on the 
local den was provided in the report.
McAlpine’s 79-page report was tabled in 
the legislature by Labor Minister Jack 
Heinrich only a few hours after Attorney- 
General Allan Williams introduced a new 
Civil Rights Protection Act based on one of 
McAlpine’s recommendations.
McAlpine’s report said the provincial 
Human Rights code as it stands today would 
be useless in curbing Klan activities.
Government officials say they considered 
possible changes to the code in an effort to 
bring in amendments to plug the loopholes 
revealed by McAlpine, but decided the 
quickest way to curb the “white supremacy” 
claims of the Klan would be by introducing a 
new law.
The new law makes spreading hatred or 
contempt for others an offence.
Meanwhile, North Saanich Aid. Jay 
Rangel’s motion restricting cross burnings is 
still tabled. Rangel introduced the motion 
about three weeks ago — just after he left on 
a tour of the far east.
Rangel asked council to consider drawing 
up municipal legislation “banning the 
burning of crosses, .stars and crescents. Stars 
of David or any other devices of religious or 
any other significance.”
Rangel proposed the legislation in an 
effort to curb Ku Klux Klan activities in 
North Saanich.
IHflEFIIIDEIiSE
The best care you can 
have is that which 
guides you towards 
freedom and in-, 
dependence. With an 
AMIGO, you can per­
form many of the ac­
tivities you enjoy . . . 
without depending on v 
others. The AMIGO has 
two forward speeds, 
two reverse, and is ex­
ceptionally stable due to 
the low center of gravi­
ty. Powered by a 12 volt 
battery, it has a normal 
continuous operating 
time that is more than 





— Custom Modifications a Specialty
7960 Seesea Place, R.R. 1 Saaniefiton 652 5561
656-5771
Parrott said she 
isn’t necessarily 
“pointing the finger” 
at the B.C. govern­
ment, but currently 
there isn’t any way to 
tell if provincial 
govern menus are 
passing on the money 
they receive from 
Ottawa Ibr iirograms 






golfer Joy Donald 
must have been 
feeling lucky Tune 21 
- she fired a holc-in- 
one on the 138-yard 
17ihholc.
McunwTiilc, Salt 
Spring’s team was 
entertained at Glen 
Mftnilo'.v'; June 2.3 nnc! 
July 7 Glen Meadows 





Molt, a chartered accountant with offices 
in Royal Oak shopping centre and Duncan, 
commutes between ifie two frci|ucnily and 
uses Mill Rayf erry,
On two special occasions last year he was 
unable to make the ferry due to an overload
and there have been other times when he 
couldn’t gel on.
So Mott wrote ILC. Ferry Corporation, 
politely c.xplaining the problem and ex­
plaining the frctincncy of overloading ap- 
ix’arcd to be increasing.
Now he can stop worrying -■ although it 
will be next year Eefore the problem is 
solved.
Mott heard from the corporation recently, 
and the go<xl news is that a larger vessel will 
be operttling the Mill Ray - Rroniwood Ray 
ran in 1982.
Mott was told his letter wa.s timely, since 
the route is enjoying a le.surgencc in traffic 
demand.
Apparently only otic vessel can be ac­
commodated at Rrcnlwood Bay and Mill 
n.»y dOvL;. and doc!; renovationf: muct l;c 
made before anoilier ship can be transferred 
lo the run. Dock renovations will begin tliis 
fall, Moll was told.
BUTLER
BROTHERS
